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SCOPE NOTE 

This Estimate describes current Soviet space capabilities, identifies 
elements of the space program in various stages of development, and es
timates how these will affect future Soviet capabilities in space through 
the 1980s and into the 1990s in the absence of space-related arms 
control agreements. Volume I Dresents . the Key Judgments and a 
summary of how exDected Soviet space developments will affect 
political, military, and economic comt)etition as well as Soviet prestige. 
Volume II Drovides a more detailed discussion of the missions-arid 
capabilities of the Soviet SDace program. 

For DUrDOSes of this Estimate, we have judged the likelihood of 
various Soviet SDace developments as ranging from very low to very 
high. These judgments, stated in terms of probability of occurren~e. 
would be: 

Very low = less than 10 percent 

Low= 10 to 40 ,Dercent 

Moderate= 40 to 60 percent 

High = 60 to 90 .Dercent 

Very high =more than 90 percent. 
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CHAPTER I 

SOVIET VIEWS OF SPACE 

1. Despite their large and comprehensive space 
program, we believe that Soviet leaders perceive that 
overall US leadership 'in space could continue. Thus, 
the Soviet space program is viewed by the leadership 
as an important oart Qf the overall competition with 
the United States. The space program is viewed by the 
Soviet leadership as an instrument of policy, the 
essential goals of which remain the same both in peace 
and war. Soviet foreign t>Olicy goals include the expan• 
sian of Soviet influence, the eclipsing of the United 
States as a SUDert>Qwer, and, as First Deputy Premier 
Andrei Gromyko recently pointed out, the cnntrol of 
the direction of international rel:ttions. Oom~tic poli
cy goals include the maintenance and improvement of 
centralized political control over the state as well as 
the economic and scienti£ic growth of the Soviet 
Union. The space program contributes directly to each 
of these goals. It is, therefore, viewed by the Soviets as 
contributing. significantly to the correlation of forces, 
which include, but are not limited to, military, diplo
matic, economic, scientific, and prestige factors. The 
usc of space for these objectives is important, but it is 
also difficult and costly. Accordingly, the Soviets have 
adopted a design philosoDhY that reduces the risks and 
costs 'of operating in the space environment. 

Military Factors 

2.. The military factor is viewed as·the most impor
tant clement in the correlation of forces and the Soviet 
space program is predominantly military in nature. 
More than 70 percent of Soviet space missions are for 
military purooses only, with another 20 percent serv· 
ing a dual military-civil function. Soviet interest in the 
military asDCCts of space is as old as space flight itself. 
Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s Soviet 
writings discussed an interest in and requirements for 
space defense. The organization responsible for anti
ballistic missile (ABM)/spacc defense (PI\0/PKO) was 
established in the mid-1960s. It was subordinate to the 
then existing Soviet air defense forces (PVO Strany) 

1·1 

with one of its responsibilities ddined as the destruc· 
lion of enemy military space systems. This ADM/ space 
defense organization became subordinate to Soviet air 
defense forces (Vovska PVO) when the reorganization 
of Soviet air and air defense forces took place in 1980. 

3. There is very little direct knowledge ~f Soviet 
military policy for the usc of space. Such a t>Oiicy 
almost certainly exists, however, and we believe its 
general outlines can be extrapolated from Soviet mili· 
tary writings and teachings as well as current trends in 
the Soviet sp~ce program. 

4. Soviet military thinkers do not consider space to 
be a demilitarized zone with an international status 
analogous to that of Antarctica. From the Soviet 
military perspective, soace is viewed as an extension of 
theaters of operations rather than as a separate arena 
of conflict. They have claimed that war cannot be 
waged exclusively in space, and any major conflict on 
Earth cannot be conducted without involving soace 
systems. One of their most authoritative writers, Mar
shal Sokolovskiy, has noted that "the concetJt of a 
theater of military operations may include the entire 
territory of a belligerent or coalition, whole continents, 
large bodies of water, and extensive 'regions of the 
atmosohere, including space." Soviet militarv Dre
cepts, such as the importance of surprise, the necessity 
of confusing the enemy, and the use of overwhelming 
force to secure military objectives, are also likely to 
apply to Soviet military operations in soacc during a 
war. 

5. The Soviets view space systems as an integral 
part of their overall offensive and defensive force. 
Classified Soviet military teachings reQuire that in 
conflict the combat readiness of military assets in 
space be comparable with that of those forces it is 
called on to support. Soviet writers also acknowledge 
the need for a "correct relationship between active 
eQuipment in orbit and standby eQuioment on the 
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ground." This includes the maintenance o£ sur£icient 
reserve eQuipment, both in orbit and on the ground, 
presumably to augment or replace space-related 
eQuipment. Thus, with rcg.:~rd to readiness, suoDOrt, 
and reserves, the Soviets view their assets in space the 
same as the rest o£ their armed forces. 

G. Short of direct US.Sovict conflict, it seems un· 
likely the Soviet leadership would risk physical de
struction o£ US satellites, whereas they could perceive 
nondestructive interference as a somewhat less risky 
option. We do not believe that any antisatellite (ASAT) 
activities would be undertaken merely for warning or 
demonstra\.ion ourpascs. We believe there is a high 
likelihood that, during a NATO-Warsaw Pact conven
tional conflict, the Soviets would attempt to inter£ere 
with selected US space systems that provide important 
support, using both nondestructive and destructive 
means. In such a con£lict Soviet leaders may perceive 
an operational advantage if both sides experience 
significant satellite losses because of greater US 
dependence on space systems, 1particularly photore
connaissance assets that have a direct bearing on the 
tactical situation. In addition, Soviet satellites can be 
more Quickly replaced if space-launch £acilities re· 
main intact. The decision to launch ASAT interceotors 
against satellites during the early part o£ ·a convention
al NATO-Warsaw Pact con£lict would be aHected by 
Soviet uncertainties with regard to US resDQnses, in
cluding the likelihood o£ attacks against existing Soviet 
space-launch sites. If a general war were under way in 
which the massive use of nuclear weapons aooeared 
imminent, the likelihood of attempted inter£erence 
with all US space systems · is very high, using all 
available means. 

7. Soviet writings are useful guides to Soviet pro
cedures, intentions, and requirements. Dut they are 
not adeQu~te in themselves to understand the Soviet 
space threat, • which depends on caoabilities as well as 
intentions. For example, current Soviet ASA T capabili
ties are limited and £all short o£ meeting the apparent 
requirement to be able to deny enemy use o£ space in 
time of war. The Soviets are devoting substantial 
resources to the development or high-energy lasers 
with potential ASAT advantages over the current 
interceptor. These advantages include faster response 
limes and a multishot capability, thus contributing to 
the reQuirement Cor speed and surprise. 

1~2 

Diplomatic Factors 

8. The Soviet's view of sp:~cc in the framework of 
international diplomacy is in large me:uurc de
termined by their adversary relatioruhip with the 
United States. Soviet perceptions of an overall US lead 
in space heighten the competition. The Soviets have 
gone to gre:1t lengths to characterize their space 
progr:1m as "peaceful and scientific," in contrast to 
that of the United States, which they have termed 
aggressive and militaristic. The .key elements o£ Mos
cow's ••peace o££ensive·· in SP2CC arc two arms control 
propasals: a multilateral . treaty to ban all weapons 
from space and a call for the resumption o£ bilateral 
ASA T talks with the United States. The ban on space 
weapans would include limitations on the US shuttle 
and new US ASA T dev~lopments such as the pro
gramed air-launched miniature vehicle (ALMV). Ulti
mately, the objective o£ Soviet diolomatic initiatives 
and propaganda, related to space, is to slow down or 
halt US space programs. Even if the Soviets are 
unsuccessful in this objective, they derive political 
benefits from arguing that they are peacemakers 
whose ef£orts are blocked by US intraruigence. Soviet 
diplomatic initiati~cs also serve to isolate the United 
States in international palitical forums. 

9. Soviet officials acknowledge the right o£ £rce 
passage through space. However, they claim certain 
space activities are illegal and reserve the right to take 
appropriate actions. Illegal activities, in their asser· 
lions, includ.e soacc-based intelligence g::athering that is 
£or other than tre::atv verification as well as direct
broadcast satellites that could interfere with their 
control of the flow of information to their populace. In 
their presentation to the UN General Assembly in 
1972. of a proooscd convention dealing with direct· 
broadcast satellites they expressed the view that a state 
has the right to use any means to counteract · such 
activities not only within its own territory but also in 
outer space. 

10. Soviet leaders have consistently shown a pre
occupation with DOtential US space threats. They 
argue that the United States is preparing Cor space 
war. They cite as evidence substantial increases in US 
spending £or military sp::ce programs, the establish
ment o£ a new US Air Force Soacc Command, a 
Presidential Directive on national space DOlicv that 
they claim directs the Pentagon to preoarc for the 
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conduct of military ODer:ations in SP:ICe, the subst:rnti:rl 
US investment in laser weaDOnS rcse:1rch, the develop· 
ment of the ALMV, and the military polenti:rl of the 
US space shuttle. Their concern over US intentions :1nd 
tcchnologiC:ll C:lPabilities, :an awareness of the limita
tions of their own sDace systems, :1nd a desire to limit 
their costs h:ave been the basis for persistent Soviet 
efforts to negotiate mutu01l restraints on space :aclivi· 
tics, p3rticularly when eQual restraints tend to ~:ivc 

them " disproportionate advantage. For example, in 
bilateral discussions on ASAT limits in the l:rte 1970s, 
the Soviet!. expressed int~rest in a ban on new ASA T 
devcloDments, but were reluctant to discuss existing 
systems. They were willing to forgo new developments 
of their own in exchange for curtailment of the US 
ALMV. This would have left them with the only 
operational ASA T. 

Economic Factors 

11. The Soviet IC:ldcrship views the space program 
:as already providing substantial benefits to the Soviet 
economy with the potential to provide other benefits. 
The most important economic benefit is the aCQuisi· 
tion of agricultural and geological information for the 
Soviet Union. Obtaining economic intelligence on 
harvest prospects and resource developments in other 
countries rna y provide the ussn with some advance 
knowledge of international market trends.[ 

J 
12 .. The space program is also viewed as aiding in 

the development and control of vast regions in the 
Soviet Union. For example, communications satellites 
have permitted remote areas to be interconnected 
without the expense of laying cables through difficult 
terrain. Telephone and television service has been 
e:cpanded to cover most of the country. These develop
ments have thus facilitated centralized control by the 
politicallc.t~dership in Moscow. 

13. The Soviet Union has marketed tclecommuni· 
c:~tions :~nd space launch services to other countries on 
a limited scale, and we expect them to become a 
competitor in these fields. The provi~ion of such 

services on :a luger se1le coutd provide a source of 
hard currency and would also provide a measure of 
influence and leverage over purchasing states. 

l-1. Another possible economic benefit could be 
rcJ.Iizcd from manufJ.cturing and m:1terials processing 
in the gravity. free environment of sp:~ce. Experiments 
by the Soviets with the manufacture of materials for 
semiconductors, superconductors. and speci:~l alloys on 
tl1cir Salyut space stations already are. well advanced. 
Where feasible, a variety of items may be manufac· 
turcd in space and returned to Earth on a regul:~r basis 
once the Soviet space shuttle and space base become 
ODCrational. The Soviets have publicly declared that 
they will have one module of their space station 
dedicated to manufacturing research. 

15. The Soviets have expressed interest over the 
longer term in space-based solar oower st:~tioru. Apart 

' from the potential advantages of providing energy to 
aid in the development of the Soviet Union's more 
remote and isolated areas, the long-term attractions of 
such stations may include the lcv.crage and influence 
that might accrue to the Soviet Union from the sales of 
such energy or eQuipment to other countries. 

Scientific Factors 

1-J 

16. In line with a long tradition of research in basic 
sciences, Soviet scientists have conducted some pure 
research in ·space. We expect they will continue to 
supDOrt the study of basic geophysical. solar, and 
astronomical sciences. However, scientific research 
over the past few years has increasingly cOncentrated 
on applied tasks that directly support the military 
services and the national economy. We expect this 
policy will continue at least through the period of this 
Estimate. 

Prestige Factors 

17. One of the greatest perceived benefits to the 
Soviet Union from its space program is the contribu· 
tion to its status as a superpower. The Soviets have 
compiled and publicized an impressive arr:1y of space 
records. including the first satellite. the first man to 
orbit the Earth, the first automatic resupply soa.cc· 
craft. the first spacecraft refueling, the first woman in 
$pace. and the larl!est total man·days in space. Thcr 
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have also gained substantial international recognition 
from such projects as unmanned expeditions to Venus; 
the hosting of cosmonauts from Third World countries 
(as well as France) on their Salyul space stations; and 
their COSPAS satellite, which. in a joint program with 
the United States, France, and Canad:~, h:~s located 
emergency signals from ships and aircraft in distress. 

18. The Soviet space program is viewed by the 

leadership as an important part of the overall competi

tion with the United States. If the Soviet Union were to 
establish .oitself · as the unQuestioned leader in the 
exploration and uses of space, it would significantly 
enhance its status and influence as a supcroower, 
which currently is almost wholly dependent on its 
military capabilities. The Soviets desire such a position 
of leadership and :ue working toward this goal. One of 
the motivations of the expensive Soviet manned space 
program, which includes the nationally declared goal 
of a large and permanently manned space station, is to 
regain recognition as a leader tin space that they lost 
with the successful US Moon l:lndings and shuttle 
flights. 

19. The Soviets have expressed interest in other 
projects that would substantially enhance their pres

tige if successfully put into eHect. These include a 

manned mission to Mars or the possible establishment 
of a lunar base by the late 1990s. 

20. Domestically, the leadership perceives the space 

program as a source of national pride for the Soviet 

peoole and a source of legitimacy for its own political 
regime. Soviet achieveme~ts in space are heavily 

publicized and are always identified wit~ the Commu
nist Party, which is deoicted a~ the guiding force 

behind all such achievements. Cosmonauts, who in
variably are members of the oarty, are idealized and 

turned into heroes not as individuals but as representa
tives of the party and the Soviet people. Yuri Cagarin, 

the first man to orbit the Earth, is oerh:~ps the best 
example of this kind of apotheosis. 

Design Philosophy 

21. Soviet procurement and design philosophy is 
not directly related to any policy goals but is essential 
to an understanding of the Soviet space progr:am as a 
whole. Teclmic:~lly, soace is :1 difficult environment in 
which operations are costly ;snd hazardous. To mini
mize risks, the Soviets have :~dopted a rel;stively 
cautious design and engineering philosoDhY in the 
procurement of their SDace S)'Stems. Wherever oossi
ble, they. innovate through modification rather than 
force the state of the art with high-risk, novel designs. 
They also tend to use systems that offer substantial 
flexibility and cost savings. This is most evident in the 
manned space station project but is also apparent in 
others. Early photore<:onnaiss:lnce satellites, for exam· 
Die, were modified manned vehicles. 

22. To diminish the chances of malfunction, Soviet 
satellite tyoes, with two exceptions, are designed for 
one mission only and are built as simply and as 
ruggedly as possible. Another method possibly adopted 
by the Soviets that would ensure against the conse· 
Qucnces of malfunction or loss is to maintain some 
inactive satellites _in on-orbit storage. 

1·4 

23. The Soviets also tend to augment space systems 
without retiring old ones so th:~t they arc, in effect, 
steadily increasing their backup capabilities. For in· 
stance, the advent of high-:~\titude communications 
satellites (comsats) has not led lo the abandonment of 
older communications systems; even expensive land
lines continue to be maintained and improved. 

24. The cost or space vehici.!=S is high, but the 
Soviets have realized substantial savings by applying 
conceots and technology developed elsewhere. They 
have, for example, used the US -Dyna Soar program 
and shuttle orbiter a.s models for their own soace plane 
and shuttle. Partly by choice and partly by necessity, 
the Soviets have realized some savings from economies 
of scale in the production of their space eQuipment. 
Their high launch rates and relatively short vehicle 
lifetimes have elicited regular production tines of both 
launch vehicles and spacecraft. As a byproduct, space 
launches arc much more routine in the Soviet Union 
than they arc in the United States. 

res seee ea fep Seefll 
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CHAPTER II 

THE SOVIET EFFORT IN SPACE 

1. By all measures, the Soviet level of effort devoted 
to space in the 1980s is increasing significantly over 
the activities noted in the 1970s. (See figure U-1.) The 
continued allocation of substantial resources indicates 
that the space program.. enjoys considerable SUPPOrt 

among the Soviet leaders. There is no indication that 
the space program will receive any less emphasis 
under Andropov's leadership. The dollar cost equiva
lent of the Soviet space program in 1983 is estimated 

· at about $20 billion, as compared with about $13 
billion for US Government space expenditures plus 

Figure 11-1 
Dollar Costs of the Soviet Space Program• 

Billion US S 

196S 70 7S 

• These dollar utlmalu rcprucnl what il would con to rulic..le So•icl 
dc•dopmenl 1nd procurement of JPIC< srstcms in lhc United SUIU 111d 

then launch and operate the snlcms as the So•Fcu wovld. We ha .. more 
conlidcncc In our culmalcs or hardwlte cost lhln GUt cuimuu Cor 
research. dc•clopmcnt. admlnislation. and other support costs. D11a ltc in 
eontllnl 1911 US dollars_ Dce~use our cotl eflim•les co•cr oniJ those 
c:ristlnl or planned pro,ramt ror which we ha•c coidencc. lher ""' 
undcrcsli11u1c avcull prOJUm cash. 

Secret 

several billion dollars in additional US commercial 
investment!. in space. The European Space Agency 
(ESA), Funce, and Japan have developed modest 
space programs, but they are not comDCtitive on a 
scale with the USSR; each program amounts to less 
than $1 billion annually. The Soviet investment is 
reflected in part in the wide range of new sy;te~s that 
we have identified in development, which stands in 
contrast to the 1970s, when most of the ~ew spacecraft 
were updated modifications of previous systems. Sev
enteen new Soviet space systems that have been 

80 
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identified in variow stotges of devc:lot~mcnt ue likely 
to undergo testing in the next 10 years. (See figure II· 
2.) Estimated total Soviet spotcc costs have doubled 
from $10 billion in 1978 to the proiected $20 billion in 
1983 for otn averotge annual increase of 15 percent. 
After 1983, growth in space cxt~cnditures is expected 
to be less rotpid, perh:~ps :~veraging :1bout 6 percent a 
yeu through 1986. 

2. Steady growth also is reflected in the design 
bureaus, production f:~cilities, launch complexes, cpn· 
trol sites, sp:1cc support ships, cosmonaut training 
facilities, and other elements of the spotce support 
infr:utructure. (Sec table Il·l.) Altogether, the growth 

Figure Il-2 

rate for the Soviet space program will exceed the 
growth rate of Soviet military spending in the 1980s. 
We believe that the military soacc components will 
account for an increasing share of Soviet military. 
related expenditures. (Sec figure 11·3.) 

3. Within the Soviet sp:~ce progr:1m, motnncd space 
missions and communications systems account for most 
of the growth in expenditures. By 1986 manned space 
activities, which arc heavily military oriented, will 
account for about one-fourth of Soviet soace expendi· 
lures. In part, this reflects the publicly stated Soviet 
objective of est:tblishing a continuously manned space 
station. Soviet space officiotls also acknowledge th:~t 

Major New Soviet Space Systems in Development 
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Table ll-1 
Growth of Infrastructure of 
Soriet Space Program 

1975 1980 198S 

Dc:sh:n burc.:1us, plants, :~nd inslilutes 1,7)0 2.080 2.J90 
(million squart mtrtrs of /loorsiJat:t} 

Spac;c: control sitc:s 2J 25 27 
Sp3CC conlrol ships 10 t ~ I 14 

Launch site: pads 16 17 1l 
Tyuralam 6 8 12 

l'lc:sc:tsk 6 7 9 

Kapustin Yar 4 2 2 

• Thrc:c: older ships were: retired and (our new ships 
added in the 1976· 77 period. 

:;'hi' I able ir Seer«' 

Figure 11-3 
Relative Rates of Growth: Soviet GNP, Military 
Spending, and Military Space Hardware 

Index • 1?6S •100 (bucd on 1970 rubles) 
soo 

2 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1?6S 70 1S 30 

Milil~ry 
space:• 
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• Thu Ulc&ary only intludu ruble cosu rar space thai •• iclcn1ify 
uchul•dr u mihl&ry he~dwuc. 1r ci•ilion specc procurcm<nl wu 
included. lhc rchh•c crowth rotc ror sp•c: har~wuc wawld be lower 
lhon shown here. 

b So•ict CI'IP was eppruomolcly JOO million rublu (1970 puccs) in 196S. 
Aboul I)IO I~ PCICtnl of IIUI WU dc•olcd IO dcfcn1<: IR futn. IIO 2 
pcr .. nl of ddCIII( wu •lloulcd IO milihrr I pete htrdWJtC IR 1?6}. n, 1911 
lhc lh&lc &Oin, 10 milihty specc hardware h•d f!SCR IO J IO ~ ruccnl o( 
dclcns: sptndlnc. 

lOOlfO • .._, 

manned space vehicles arc more expensive :and involve 
higher rislu than unm:mncd sp:u:ecraft, but they arc 
willing to pay the premium to have cosmon:~uts in 
space directly involved in the development of new 
sp:~.cc systems. 

•1. Soviet communic:ations satellites arc increasing in 
numbers and sophistic:ation. New comsat and data 
relay systems arc being introduced and by 1986 will 
account for about 20 oerccnt of Soviet space cxpcndi· 
lures. 

Design Bureaus 

5. The Soviet space program benefits from a society 
that is geared toward marshaling its economic re
sources toward the achievement of a limited number 
of high-oriority objectives. The persoqal attention of 
the Soviet leadership to the space effort imparts 
stability to the organization, funding, :and staffing of 
developmental activities. Soviet ·space systems are 
dcvclooed within the C()ntcxt of a le:1dcrship commit· 
mcnt that is suppOrted by a long-range planning 
process :and :a management style that places a premi
um on both schedule adherence and incremental 
follow·on improvements. As a result, the space design 
bureaus :arc continually working on new and modern
ized systems in different stages of development. At 
any one time, about 50 missiles and space systems are 
under development. These projects are assigned to :a 
design bureau as soon ;u the basic and applied resc:uch 
and fcOJ.Sibility tests are completed. Competition is 
seldom involved, and most of the developmental 
missile and space systems eventually arc produced. 
This process, instituted about 1900, tends to simplify 
e:arly stages of development, but it probably inl1ibits 
the introduction of new technologies and may raise 
overall costs. 

11 ·3 

6. The development :and production of Soviet soace 
systems is carried out at six main design bureaus, 
scveul of which h:avc undergone significant cxoansion 
since the c:arly 1970s. (See figure ll·4.) On the basis of 
the capacities :and identified developmental programs 
that we can :associate with each design bureau, Chclo
mcv.' the second l:arcest of the design bureaus, appears 

1 For the ounlO'.C: of this E.scim~tc, desi~n burc~uJ ue referred lo 
bv the n~me of !heir director, ercctll for lhe loeicntilic oroduclion 
organiulion Molniya who~ director is not 1..no••n. 



Figure 11-4 
Growth of Major Soviet Space Design and Production Faciliticsc 
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to have excess caoacity and probably has some projects 
_ .that we have not as yet identified. (See table II-2.) 

Space launch Vehicles 

7. The Soviet space program, like the US soace 
program, initially relied on modified ballistic missiles to 
launch satellites. (See figure H-5.) Six of the eight 
current space launch vehicles (SLVs) arc derivatives of 
IRDM (intermediate-range l)allistic missile) or ICBM 
(intercontinental ballistic missile) boosters. However, 
the increased production of the Proton (SL-12/13), the 
development of a new medium-lift SLV and the intrg. 
duction of a heavy-lift SL V will very likely result in 
decreased production of the SS-6-based SLVs (SL-3, ·4, 
and -G) and Possibly other smaller SLVs. (See figure II· 
6.) The medium-lift SL·X· IG will prob:ably be a twg. 
stage vehicle h:aving a lift capability between that of 

of the SL-4 and SL-12/13. Therefore, it should be 
suitable for launching the space plane; new, heavier 
photoreconnais.sance and radar reconnaissance satel
lites; and possibly space station ·modules. If a third
stage booster is added, it ~lso could launch communi
cations, meteorological, and navigation satellites into 
geosynchronous or semisynchronow orbits. The first 
st:age of the medium-lif~ vehicle will use conventional 
liquid oropellants, whil~ the uoper stage or stages will 
use liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. The SL-X-16 
should be ready for flight-testing in !983 ilnd should 
reach operational status by 1984. 

8. A heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV) i.s a critic:~l 
component in several Soviet .space systems. We expect 
the HLLV to be tested in 1986, but any serious del:ays 
in this orogram would adversely affect several other 
sp:ace systems. The HLL V is in the Saturn V class, and 
ha.s been under development since about' 1974, The 
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Table U-2 
Sorict Design Bureaus for 
Major Space Systems • 

Current Space Systems 

Cbtlamer Dalt;n Bureau 
ASA T orbital interceptor 

Tarcct vehicle 

ELINT ~n reconn;tissance 
satc:llile: 
Radar ocean rcconn:~issance 
satcllitc ·"' 
Salyut military space station 

SL·Il Proton launch vehicle 

Clus&ko Deslt;n Durc.u 
Photor~nnaissance satellite 
Photoccophysical satellite 
Earth resources photocraphic 
satellite 
Salyut space station 

Biolo&ic:al satellite 
SL·J, SL-4, and SL-6 launch 
vc:hic:lc:s 

SL· I2 fourth·stacc booster 

Kr}'uko' Desit:n Duren 
Lunar, pla;~etary missions 

Procnoz:{lntc:l'$hOClc 

Future Space Systems 

Improved radar-re.oonnaissance 
and tart;etinc satellite 
New rc:~upply vehicle 
L..arce space station 

Improved Proton launch vehicle 

NRT c:loctro-optical re.oonnais
sance and sul"tcillance 

Hc:avr·lift launch vc:hiclc 
Space tuc 

Space-based laser ASA T 
SL·X-16 launch vchidc: ~ 

SLDM launch detection satellite: 
Lunu polar orbiter 

Current Space Systems 

Rcs&dnu Deill'l D11ruu 

MPCS communications 
satellite 

SPCS communications utcllitc 
Molniya communications 
satdlitc 

Gorizont communications sate:!· 
lite: 

Eltran communications satellite 
ELl NT rcconnai.s.sance satellite 
Raduca c:om111unications 
satellite 
Radu support. calibration sat· 
ellite 
Naval support satellite: 

Geodetic satellite: 

Utkia Ocslp Bureau 

Scitntilic satellite: 
SL·B launch vehicle 

SL-11, SL·l~ launch vc:hic:lc 

Mc:tc:orolocical satellite 
lntcrc:osmos communications 
S&tcllite 

Future Space Systems 

Hich·ahitudc: SIGINT satellite 
Potolc data relay satellite 

Satellite data rday system 

Uybrid military comsat 
Hybrid civil comsat 
GLONASS (n:avication) 
satellite ·-

Geosynchronous mctc:orolocial 
satellite (GOMS)" 

launch detection satellite 

Altron space telescope: 

Lunar far side sample return 
module :.;t..;.;!a:..:.lnl:.;;:.;Y•::..;:;Oes~icn:;:..D:;.u:.:r~ca:;.ll:_ _____________ _ 

Mal'$ lOil sample return module None Space shuttle orbiter 

Jupiter probe 

• In addition to those prorrams listed, projects to modify current 
systems also may be under way. 
• AUociation with thi.s desi1n burau is tenuous. 

Thi' 11lllt ;, ~""' 

configuration of the launch and suppart facilities and 
the projected payloads for such a vehicle indicate 
ther~ will be two or three variants of the new heavy
lift vehicle. One version closely resembles that wed for 
the US space transDOrtation system (STS), except that 
the main engines are attached to the main propellant 
tank, not the shuttle. This version provides a flexible 
heavy-lift launch capability that can be used for a 
variety of purpases in addition to launching a shuttle 
orbiter. It also will allow scpante testing of the launch 
vehicle and the orbiter. Even though attached to the 

Space plane ~ 

main launch vehicle, the engines probably will be 
recovered, reconditioned, and reused. The main en- , 
gincs arc similar to those on the US shuttle and · 
probably have been the pacing item in developing the 
Soviet STs.r . ]the 
Soviets hav~en testing these liQuid hydrojn en
gines[ Both 
the SL V :~nd orbiter :tre projected to have caoa tlilics 
close to that of the US STS. 

9. Additional uooer stages and strap-on boosters, 
probably under development. may be used to'aevcloo 

TG5 698G Ba, 
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Figure 11-5 
Soviet Space Launch Vehicles, Payloads, and L;aunch Sites 
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Figure 11-6 
New Soviet Space Launch Vehicles 
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a vari~ty of heavy-lift capabilities with a maximum 
lift-off thrust at least 20 oercent greater than the 
Saturn V. An upper stage with liquid hydrogen and 
liquid oxygen oroocllants would enable this version to 
place approximately 17,000 kilograms (kg) into geosyn
chronous orbit. This type of vehicle could be used to 
launch payloads, such a.s large components of a space 
b:~se :~nd a space tug to transfer satellites between low 
and high orbits, and to launch exploratory missions to 
the Moon or to Mars or the o ther obnets. We expect 
the first flight tests of the heavy-lih launch vehicle to 
take olace as early as 1986. If these tests prove 
successful, the entire Soviet STS could be tested in 
1986 or 1987 ( l the Soviets 
arc probably constructing four shuttle o~ilers. 

10. The Proton launch vehicle, in both the SL- I 2 
four-stage and SL-13 three-stage. versions. will account 

lleavy- Lifl Launch Vehicles 

. "' 

1\ 
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H 
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~ 
IY -
~ © I= - -

With J w.,h ~ 
s1r~p-on1 llrap-ons 

1,700,000 2.100,000 uso.ooo 
S.600.000 7,800.000 10,000.000 
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for an increasing percentage of Soviet space 
launches. Proton production capacity has tripled, 
and the number of Proton launchpads ha.s doubled 
(from two to four) since the late 1970s. The Prot_on 
probably will be used to launch most of the new 
communic::1tions satellites and perhaps the modubr 
space station. The use of a 'single Proton to launch 
three e:toerimental navigation satellites in 1!)82 
demonstrated a new and highly efficient usc of the 
SL-12. Accordingly, we expect the Proton bunch 
rate to appro:~ch 16 launches per year within the 
next few years. The Soviets have indicated their 
willingness Ia launch foreign spncecraft on the Pro
ton. The prices charged may be comiderably lower 
than those of the US STS. For e:camnlc, a price of 
S24 million was reccntl'l Quoted for launching an 
I nmarsal (International Maritime S:~tcllitc Orcaniz:J.· 
tion) satell ite 
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Space Launch Facilities 

... 
~ .. -- . . .. . 

11. Soviet space launch facilities arc being steadily 
expanded. The three m:ajor launch centers-Tyura
tam, Plesetsk, and Kapustin Yar-currently have a 
total of 19 launch POsitions and conduct about 100 
space launches. per year. Oy 1985, 23 so:ace launch 
positions will be available. These launch centers are 
operated by .the Soviet Str:atesie Rockel Forces (SRF). 

12. E"tehsive construction has been under way at 
Tyuratam since the mid-1970s. A new launch complex 
with two pads for the SL-12/13 w:as completed by 
1980. In 1978 the Soviets broke ground for a second 
new launch complex with two pads that will be used to 
launch the new SL-X-16 medium-lift launch vehicle. 
(See figure II-7.) The Soviets also broke ground in 1978 
for a third new complex for launching the heavy-lift 
launch vehicle. (Sec figure 11-8.) This new single-pad 
complex will prob;ably be used for space shuttle 
operations. In addition to this new pad, two more pads 
which were used in the 1969-72 period in an unsuc
cessful project to develop a heavy-lift launch vehicle 
for manned lunar flishts, arc being modified. In 
addition, a runway comparable to the shuttle recovery 
runway at the Kennedy Soace Center is nearing 
completion. It will be used initially for the delivery of 
the HLLV and orbiter components to Tyuratam and 
later will serve to recover Soviet shuttle orbiter mis
sions. Another shuttle orbiter recovery runway is 
under construction in the Far East1, ncar Vladivostok. 
Large new buildings are also being constructed at 

, Tyuratam for assembly and checkout of Proton boost
ers, for servicing of the Soviet shuttle orbiter,' and for 
payload handling. 

13. After space systems are tested at Tyuratam, 
many are shifted to Plcsct.sk for routine operations. 
About 70 percent of Soviet space launches take place 
at Plesetsk. To date, only the smaller series of boosters 
(SL-3, SL-4, SL-6, SL-8, and SL-14) have been used at 
Pleset.sk. Larger payloads and gcosynchronow comsats 
must be launched from Tyuratam. One older pad has 
been modified, bringing the total number of active 
launchpads at Plesetsk to nine bv late 1983. We 
believe it is unlikely that Plesetsk will be used to 
launch the new series of SLVs within the ne:~:t 10 
years. 

:res 5G86 aa 

14. Kapustin Yar, with two sp:1e:e launchpads, will 
continue to play a limited role, or9viding only about l 
to.3 percent of the sp:ace launches.' Currently, only the 
SL-8 is launched from Kaoustin Yar. Should the USSR 
become more :actively involved in providing space 
launch services to foreign customer,, K:apustin Yar 
would be a logical location for launching small p:ay
loads. However, larger pa yload.s and !geosynchronous 
satellites cannot currently be launched from Kapustin 
Y:u. 

Space Mission Control Network 

15. Sophistication h:u been the main characteristic 
of the &rowth in the Soviet space mission control 
network, although e:~:pansion also- has been significant. 

[ 

11·8 

. J 
16. The SRF controls the majority of the satellite 

operations, but other organizations have constructed 
ground stations and conduct SDCcial satellite opera-
tions.[ .-

17. The SRF space m1ss1on control network has 
been under development for 25 years. It began with 
only four tracking sites in the late 1950s and currently 
consists of 18 tracking sites, several control centers, 
and a fleet of oceangoing ships to augment the land
based sites. [ 

J 
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Space Operations 

20. During the 1970s and early 1980s, the annual 
number of Soviet launches steadily incFeased from 79 
in 1970 to a reQ>rd 107 in 1982. This trend corre-

11-13 
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spends to a similar trend in the number of operational 
Soviet spacecr~ft in orbit. The m:1jority of this increase 
is related directly to the completion and maintenance 
of multisatellite networks. During the past year most 
Soviet networks were maintained at or ncar full 
operation:&! capability (sec table Il-3), and some in-

. eluded satellites in a standby or redundant capacity. 

21. We expect the Soviets will maintain their high 
launch rate until the late 1980s or early 1990s when 
their sp.lce shuttle system is expected to go into full 
service. Dy that time we expect to sec a marked decrease 
in the number of SL-3, SL-4, and SL-6 missions. Pay
loads associated with these vehicles will be phased out 
and replacement missions will be launched on the Soviet 
shuttle. When the shuttle reaches full operation 

Table ll-3 
Soviet Satellite System Networks 

System IOC Ideal Avence 1\ver:tce Avera~:e 

System Si~e. Site. Site, 
Site 1970 1976 1982 

Communications 

Molniya I 1965 4 S·G 8-9 8-10 

Molniya 2 1971 4 5 0 

Molniya l 1974 8 4-5 4-S 

SPCS 1970 l I l-4 l-6 

MPCS 1971 16-24 8 6-16 16-24 

Statsionar 1975 14 1·2 J-6 

M ctcorolo~:ieal 

Meteor I 1969 J-6 J-6 6·8 0 
Mcteor2 1975 2-4 2-4 

Navieation 
Navsat I 1967 J 2-l 2·4 0 

Navsat2 1974 6 S-1 6-7 

Navsat J 1976 4 0·1 4-S 

Rc.connaiuanc:e 

ELINT2 1968 6 J-4 4·5 I 

ELINTJ 1970 6 0·1 2·l S-6 

EORSAT 197S 4 1·2 1·2 
RORSAT 1971 7 0-2 0·2 

Survc:illanc:e 

LOS 1976 9 0·1 6·1 

Total 21·29 48-7S S9·8S 

:;:hi' tel!le is Searfi. 

TC~ a98G S'J 

in the C3rly-to-middle l99tb-, the Soviet launch r:ate 
should be below 80 launches a yC3r. The number of 
operational Soviet spacecraft in orbit at any time 
should continue to grow from the 110 currently to 
perhaps 140 by 1990. As Soviet satellite lifetimes 
increase, we expect the Soviets will make considerably 
more usc of on-orbit soucs and rcdund:ant s:atellitcs. 

Space Systems of the 1980s 

22. If Soviet investment in sp:ace continues a.s ex· 
pected, 17 new military and civil soaee systems which 
have been identified in various st:~.ges of development 
are likely to undergo testinlt in the next 10 years. Most 
of these are expected to be deoloyed by the early 
!99th-. (See table Il-4.) This nearly doubles the rate at 
which new systems were introduced in the !97th-. In 
addition to these new space systems, six lunar and 
planetary projects have bee~ identified and probably 
will be pursued. The 1980s will be more like the 1960s, 

' when several new systems were introduced. In con
trast, the 1970s were characterized by the introduction 
of improvements and the establishment of fully opera· 
tiona! networks of satellites. 

2:3. Dy US standards, the Soviet space program is 
relatively ~nsophisticated and expensive-costing the 
eQuivalent of 1 percent of the Soviet gross national 
product during the past 10 years and more than 1.5 
percent today: However, we believe that the space 
program adeQuately satisfies most current Soviet re
QUirements. The introduction of new Soviet space 
systems in the next 10 years will make more timely 
and more accurate information available to Soviet 
political leaders and military commanders. Also, im
proved communications will be available to Soviet 
leaders, and a spac~-based laser will probably be 
tested. Ambitiow manned space activities will en
hance Soviet prestige. Table II-5 describes what capa
bilities currently are derived from the Soviet s~:>ace 

program and how they will change if all of the 
anticipated systems in development (table tr-4) pro
gress according to our estimates. Major new capabili
ties in the next 10 years will result from the successful 
introduction of" a rcwable space tr:msportation system, 
a st')ace tug, and especially the the heavy-lift launch 
vehicle which is a critical component of other sp:tce 
systems, including the shuttle :tnd the luge SDace 
station. Moreover, any delay in developing the 
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Table U-4 
Major New Soviet Space Systems 
LikelY To De Tested in the 1980s 

Systems l!ltim:ated Decree or 
Date of Confidence • 
Prototype 
Tc.stinc 

Military and Citil 

Antisatellite 
Spaec:·bued luer ASAT 1988-93 ' Moderate 
(mcc:awatt class, low orbit) 

lntcllicenec: cotlcclion 
Elcctro~ptical rcconnais- ~ 1983·85 Hich 
uncefsurveill:ance 
Hich-ahitudc SIG lNT 1986·89 low 
Photoccophysical, second 1981·33 Hich 
ccneration 

Olmmunications 
Potok data transmission 1983·85 Hich 
Satellite data relay system 1984-86 Hirh 
Hybr\d military comsau 1985-87 Hich 
(Suuionar, Gals, Luch-P, 
Volna) 
Hybrid civil comsau (Luc:h, 1982·84 Hich 
Volna, StaUionar) 

Military support 

Geosynchronous mc:tcoroloci· 1983·85 Hich 
cal ntellite (GOMS) 

Global navication 1983·85 Hi~h 
system (GLONASS) 

Geosynchronous launch 1984-86 Moder:ue 
detection sa tc:llite 

Geodetic, second ccneration 1981·83 Hich 
Manned systems 

Modular space slltion 1984·86 llich 
Military space plane 1983·85 Moderate 
Space transportation system 1986-88 Hich 
Space tuc 1988·91 Moderate 
New resupply vebiele 1983·86 Hich 

Lunar and Planetary ~ 

Lunu polar orbiter 1990-92 Hich 
Lunar far side soil sample 1991 ·93 Hirh 
Mars soil ~mple return 1986-90 Hich 
Jupiter probe 1989·92 Moderate 
Venus ud:ar mappinc 1983 Hich 
Venus-Halley's <Amet nyby 1984 Hich 
(VEGA) 

• Our information on specific systems v:aries considenbly. nus estimate 
or conliJenec: indicates the relative levels or our undel'113ndinc or the 
various devclopmcnu. not the likelihood o( test inc. ;u in t:able 11·6. 
" For lhe developments, d~te is th~l or mission. not a proiOlypc tc.:t. 

l:h i~ lsblc: i, s~cn:t 
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hc:avy·lift bunch vehicle also will seriowly arrect 
Soviet obns for placing large payloads in geosynchro
nous orbit. These systems, and the changes in Soviet 
capabilities resulting from them, :arc discussed in 
cll:~ptcrs 3, 4, S, :md G. 

Possible Developments in the 1990s 

24. There :~rc several other oossibilitic.s in the Soviet 
space program that could occur in the next 10 to 20 
years, but the evidence is insufficient to make firm 
judgments. In some cases, on the basis of _limited 
information on the gener:1l nature of Soviet research, 
we are inferring oossible significant future develop
ments. In other cases we are :usuming logic:sl Soviet 
choices b:lScd on the expected av:1il:lbility cJ key 
technologies. These developments are discusSed in 
chapters 3, 4, 5, and G. (See table II-6.) We do not 
expect these systems to be operational before the 1900s 
because the typical Soviet space system takes 12 to 15 
years to develop. Decause of the high cost of these 
projects, formidable technological challenges, and lim· 
itations on research, design, :and production facilities, 
we do not expect all of them to be pursued to the 
system testing phase. We do, however, consider them 
important targets for US intelligence collection and 
analysis. 

res seae ae 
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Table 11-S 
Main Capabilities of So Tid Space Systems 

Edsling Capabililies and ExpcC:Ccd lmproremcnu 

Naricalion. Location data (within 180 me· 
ters) arc provided to Soviet nan I and 
commercial shippine. A new system, 
GLONASS, will aid ships and other mo
bile users in dctcrmininc their posicions, 
possibly within 30 meters. 

Mapping, Claar1inc, and Geodesy. Data arc: 
tcncrated for accurately loc:atinc poinu on 
the Earth's surface and (or producinc 
accurate models or the Earth's craviulion· 
al field for intcrcontincn~l ballistic miuilc 
(ICBM) tarcctinc and other uses. New 
s;cnerations of ccodetic and ~:copbysical 
satellites will provide more: accuflte dau 
for ~r~:c:tinc by ballistic and cruise 
miuiles. 

Calibration. Testing and developmen( 

.:Jrc faciliuted 
by alibration satellites. 

Wc.atbcr. Data arc provided for clobal 
weather forCCJ.51inc 1nd may~ used to 
improve crrectivcness of space· based imae· 
cry collection. The new ceosynebronous 
system (GOMS) will provide ~tier cover• 
ace and more timely da~. 

1 Coaunand and ConlroL Secure and redun· 
dant communications and da~ rc:lay arc: 
made available lo major Soviet milil01ry 
uniU·U well as military advisory croups. 
New sySiems will provide bieber c:apacity, 
more secure, clobal communialions. 

CirU Cocnmwtic:alions. Newer ccasynchro
nous satellites will make domestic tcle· 
phone and television scnic.cs available to 
I bout 90 percent of the Soviet population. 

New Capabllilies 

Space Transporation Srstc111. Tbis system, 
similar to tbc US space shuulc:, will~ able 
to tranlport bulle areo to and from sp:~ce 
stations. It also will enable: dc:livc:ry, recov· 
cry, reruelinc. :and repair or utellilcs. It 
also may be: a test bed for laser wc.apons. A 
sp:~ce tuc. if perfected, would auist the 
spac.c: station and shuttle and transfer 
S;tlellitcs betwc.c:n hich and low Orbits ror 
scrvicinc. 

Thi! Iaiii' i1 Seet . 1 
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Miliury lnlclliccncc. The deployment and 
c.~;c:rc:ises of most major NATO and Chi· 
nesc eround, naval, and :~ir unils are 
monitorc.d by space systems providinc cur· 
rent order-of·baltle information, w:arninc 
o( possible allaclc, :and monitorinc or lrc.aty 
compliance and crisis situations. Improved 
SIGINT and new clectro-opcial satcllitc:S 
will provide improved coverace and more: 
timely indic:ations and warninc informa· 
lion as well as tac:tial data. A new utellitc 
d11a relay system will pau reconnaissance 
dau from low·ahitude satellites directly to 
Moscow in ncar·raltimc:. 

Natal Taflclinc. Satellites IOCO!tc US naval 
bailie eroups and olher naval formal ions 
and transmit I he: derived tarcct informa• 
lion on a ral·time basis to selected Sovic:t 
naval comb31ants. Thece ~tellitcs hue 
e:~ps in coverace[ 

J 
Warninc. A ninc·satellitc syslem provides 
on a eonlinuous basis 30 minutes' c.1rlv 
wunin~t of US ICDM launcb.C 

Ill supplements cround
llased ballistic rrli'Slile early warnine radar 
systems. 1\ nc:w nc:twork of ec:osynchronous 
satcllit~ 

tS c~pc:ctc.d to be~tin initialtestin& 
1n 198 and rc:ach full operational capabili· 
IY by 1990. 

Resupply Vehicle. Elistinc "Procrc:ss" vc· 
bicles deliver about 2.300 kilocranu or 
carco. Ncwc:r rc:SUPIIIY vehicles have crc:at· 
er apacity and will be able to recover 
malcrials produced in space, rc:tum c.osmo
nauu in emcreencies, and return 
equipment. 

A Military Space Plane. A spac.c:craft is 
bein1: developed for a mission wc:c:annot yet 
del ermine, but is lil:.cly to include rcc.on· 
n;~isSOlncc and satc:llitc inspection rolc.s. 

ll·l6 
Tcp 6cerel 

Earth Resources. Data on domestic and forcicn 
natural resources and crop surveys arc collect· 
ed usinc a recoverable film systc:m. A develop
mental c:lcctro-optical system with capabilities 
similar to US Landsat will provide more: timely 
inform:~tion and ana in lon~er miuion 
duration. 

F ~ 

ASAT. Orbiul interceptors c:an al~clc sa tel· 
Iiles in low Ear1h orbit one at a lime, and up to 
ci~:ht within a 24-hour period. The: operational _ 
system has destroyed a Ur~c:t in nine of the 15 
tests to d;uc:. Future ASA T improvcmcnu are 
upccted to include :a spacc:·bascd laser, wbicb 
we ~licvc will be testc.d by tbe arly 1990s. 
We do not clpc:ct a bich·allitude conventional 
orbital interc:eplor to be developed. 

lunar and Planetary Exploration. Unmanned 
c~ploration of tbc: lun:~r far side: and a Mars 
soil sample: return miuion arc likely wilhin the: 
next dCCJ.dc. Venus probes will continue to be 
( rcquc:nt in the: nc.ar term. 

Space StatioiL Soviet space stations have been 
manned about 40 percent or the time. Cosmo
nauu have: conducted milit.ary cxpcrimenu, 
rcconnili:ssancc, materials proccssinc, :and oth· 
cr research. Dy about 1986, modular space 
stations, with crc:ws of six to 12 persons, will 
provide permanently manned platforms (or 
similar activities and weapons c:Omponent 
tcstinc. 

Hcsty·Uft UliDcb Vehicle (HLLV). Current 
Soviet space launch vehicles ;,re limited to • 
pbcinc about 20,000 Icc in low orbit. The: new 
Saturn V-<lass HLLV boastc:r will~ c:a!)able 
or lift inc ulc.astlOO,OOO Icc into low orbit. 
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Table II-6 
Possible New Soviet Space-Related 
Ocvelopincnts in the 1990s 

AEPROOUCEO liT niE NATIONAl AACHVES 

Top Scctel 

System Likelihood 

Radar imacinc 

L:uce aircraft detection 

Submarine dclection 

Subm~rinc laser communicat ions 

Advanced communicalions satellite 

Space power station 

Geosynchronous space station 

Larce space station 

Manned lunar base 

Manned orbital Mars mission 

Geosynchronous laser I\ SAT 

Space-based laser DM D 

Space-based jammer 

Ground-based radiofrcquency ASA T 
weapon 

Space· based radiofrcqucncy 1\SI\ T 
w~pon 

Hich·altitude conventional orbital 
interceptor 

Offensive spacc·to·space missiles 

Defensive spacc·to-spaee missiles 
on manned platforms 

Space minc.s 

Spacc·bJScd parliclc beam ASA T weapon 

Space·based cround-impael weapon 

o(Tc.stinc 
by lhC v~r 2000 I 

Moderate·hich 

Moderate 

Uncert~in 

Moderate 

Hich • 

Very low b 

Low-moderate • 

Hich • 
Low• 

Moderate • 

Moderale·hich • 

Low-moderate 

Low 

Moderate 

Very low 

Very low 

Low 

Moderor.te 

Very low 

Low 

Low 

• We have considerable uncertainly in many of thc:sc jud11menu. 
Amonc the criteria considerc:d in makinc thc.sejudcmcnu were: (I) 
the availability o( nc.ccuary lcehnolocic.s elsewhere that could be 
acquired by the USSR: (2) demonstration of similar tcehnolocies by 
the USSR.; (3) conccpU observc:d in Soviet research publications; (4) 
a project identified or associated with a dc.sicn bur~u; (5) component 
test inc reported; and (6) perceived requirements , Thc.sc c:stimatc.s do 
not prcjudce the e(fcetivencss or the systems shlluld they complete 
the developmental procc.ss and be deployed. 
• Likelihood of full -scale synem. 
• Likelihood of mission. 

[ J 
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CHAPTER Ill 

SOVIET SPACE SYSTEMS 

1. Clcu distinctions bet ween Soviet milituy :and 
civil space systems arc not always possible because 
some systems perform both military and nonmilitary 
functions. In figure 111-1 all of the currently operation
al Soviet space system~ arc categorized according to 
their mission and function. Those space systems that 

perform a purely military function now account for 
about 70 percent of the annual launches. The number 
of missio~s fulfilling a dual military-civil function has 
grown steadily since the early 1970s and now accounts 
for more than 20 percent of annual launches. The 
number of missions of a scientific nature continues to 

Figure 111-1 
Soviet Spacecraft Categories 

Civil/ S~icntific 

6cctct 

)CIQ:u • u 

TC5 5986 88 

Astron sci~ntilic nt~llil~ 
Amateur radio sateUiles 
Procnot scienlific satellites 
Dictacic:al satellites · :: 
Other scientific satellites·,_ \ 
Lunu and plancbry spac~eun .;. ·. ., 

111-1 
top Sc.• et• 

· ... ~~ 
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Figure III-2 
Comparison of US and Soviet Space Operations 

.. us .., USSR 

Caunchc:sj78-82) Actin Satellites (April 1983) c :J 
lotal USSR-<169 Toul USSR-110 

Communica· Communica· 
lions• lions• 
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I ntellil:ence lntclliccncc and 
lar&clinab u rcetin& 

Early wamin& 

II.~ 
Early w.aminc 

and nuclear and nuclear 
detection detection 

Calibration/ li. Cl.libr.ation/ 
Miliury R~O Military R~D 
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ASA T-rclated •· ASA T·related 

M anned-relatcd ~~.-., Manncd.relatcd 
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16 
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(c.c., INTELSA T), ' 
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dwindle with less than 10 oercent of the :1nnual 
launches _falling in this category. In 1982 there were 
none. 

2. The USSR currently maintains about 110 active 
satellites in orbit, providing communications, intclli· 
gencc, warning, tarscting, weather, mapping, naviga· 
tion, and other types of support to a variety of users. 
This is approximately the same number of active 
satellites th:1t the United States maintains in orbit , but 
the mix is Quite different. Figure III-2 illustrates 
these differences, which arc subdivided into nine 
major categories and P,resentcd both in terms of 
satellites launched and satellites in orbit. 

3. There arc several reasons for the large differ
ence between the annual launch rates of the United 
States and the USSR. First, Soviet satellites are rela· 
tively short lived, with most failing within two years, 
while US satellites routinely obtain lifetimes of seven 
rears or more. Second, the Soviets have not made 
extensive usc of geosynchronous orbit. (Sec table Ill· 
1.) Instead, the Soviets have relied on systems or 
networks of low-altitude satellites (as illustrated in 
t:1ble 11-3 in chapter II). This, couoled with the short 
lifetime, results in most of the annual launches being 
for replenishment of these network;. Finally, almost 
one-third of all Soviet launches are photographic 

reconnaissance missions, which are of short duration 

4. Although we believe that our knowledge of the 
technical ch:uactcristics, performance, and uses of 
most current Soviet lYStems is :adequate, the time 
required for us to define and assess new systems has 
incr~:ascdC 

J 
Reliability, Productivity, and Obstacles 

5. During 'the past decade most Soviet satellites 
have been reasonably successful in achieving designed 
operational criteria. The les.s successful systems have 
been the more complex launch detection, ASAT, 
electronics intelligence (ELINT), ocean reconnais
sance, and high-altitude communications satellites. 
The.se satellites have very demanding operational re
Quircmenls. The failures arc due to a wide range of 
technical problems, but generally reflect diHiculty in 
translating system designs into reliable devices. 

( 13 to 49 days). · 

lr-
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8. Althqugh the goal of improving the design life 

from two to three years does not seem impressive by 

US standards (US satellites average seven to 10 years in 
ooeration), it woald be a significant improvement for 

the Soviets. The satellite systems that would benefit 
most by improving design life arc those at geosynchro

nous orbit, because launch vehicle and satellite costs 
for such systems arc high, Currently, Soviet geosyn
chronous satellites seldom achiev~ more than 18 
months of useful life. Doubling this lifetime to 36 
months would reduce replen~shment costs by half. We 
expect the Soviets will achieve this goal by the late 
1980s. 

Imagery Collection• 

9. Photographic reconnaissance satellites arc by far 
the most freQuently launched satellites in the Soviet 

space program, accounting for about one-third of all 
Soviet spacecraFt bunched each year. This high launch 
rate is the result of using technically limited space 
systems to fulfill an apparent operational reQuirement 
for a nearly continuous photographic ~pability. Early 
Soviet photographic reconnaissance systems used space 
vehicles originally designed :u manned spacecraft that 
were too heavy to be placed into Sun-synchronous 
orbits. Also, most of these satellites were battery 
DOwered. As a result, missions arc of short duration 
(about 14 days) and are limited to orbits in which 
lighting conditions remain favorable for only limited 
periods of time. Further, ooor film technology · has 
restricted the total capability of Soviet ohotoreconnais
sance satellites. However, more recent Soviet ohotore

connaissance satellites have been devclotx:d with solar 
panels and ha vc demonstrated mission durations of 49 
days. AcQuisition of advanced Dhotorcconnaissance 

film technology could permit the Soviets to extend 

their film-based reconnaiss:~nce missions. Also. orbital 
maneuvers now :~llow f~:- maintenance of favorable 

lighting conditions. There are no Soviet systems with 
long mission durations and timely delivery of data 
comparable with the US KH·ll . which is 
continually :~nd transmits im:~.gery[ 
on a near-rcal~timc basis. [ 

· J An otx:rational 
system of this type could be ready oy 1987. 

10. To gain more timc:ly data, on occasion several 
photoreconnaissance satellites have been launched 
within short periods of time. For example, during the 
1973 Middle East war, the Soviets launched seven 
photoreconnaissance satellites in 2.<1 days and dcorbit
ed most of them about six days ;after launch. Multiple 
launches within short periods arc possible with a 
limited number of launcho:~ds because systems have 
been developed with short on·pad times. Spacecraft 
a:-e fueled and mated to the booster in 3 horizontal 
position, and subsystems are checked out in buildings 
loc::1tcd near the launch sites. The m:~ted booster and 
spacecraft arc then taken to the launch site and 
erc~eted ; the booster is fueled and the vehicle is 
launched in as short a time as four hours after leaving 
the checkout building. In one case (1962.) only one dal' 
was required to prepare the launchpad for a second 
launch. This is the minimum time yet observed. 

11. Table 111-2. lists the Soviet photoreconnaissance 
satellite systems and their major capabilities. The 
mainstays of the Soviet space program are the second
generation, high-resolution system and the medium" 
resolution system. The second-generation, high-resolu
tion system is the first to make operational usc of film 
capsules and solar panels 'to increase mission duration. c 

' 
lThe best resolution of this system is estimated 

to be o.3 meter( . · . J The medium-resolution system 
h:u replaced the low-resolution system last launched in 
1979. However, the limited number of high-orbit (400 

kilometers). medium-resolution missions docs not pro
vide covcr:~ge comparable with that obtained with the 

low-resolution system. Thus, coverage provided by the 
medium-resolution system probably is being supple

mented with data from Earth resources ohotogr:~ohi!= 
satellites and Salyut space stations 

TGS 6986 8J 
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12. The sccond·gcncration, high-resolution photo
reconnaissance satellite is the mainstay o£ Soviet spot
ting missions. The medium-resolution photoreconnais
sancc system, when operated at low altitudes (about 
230 kilometers}, also has a spotting capability. Use or 
these two systems allows improved resolution photog
raphy by the second·generation, high-resolution sys· 
tcm ·and coverage of larger areas, at reduced resolu· 
tion, by the medium-resolution system. This improved 
coverage, however, is achieved at the expense or 
eliminat~ng stereo coverage, which was provided only 
by the first-generation, high-resolution system. We 
exoect to sec a mix of the current Soviet ohotorccon
naissance satellite systems r or the next several years. 
Evolutionary improvements in photographic Quality 
also arc expected to continue. film return capsules 
may be introduced on additional systems to further 
increase mission lifetimes. However, we c:cpcct that 
the capability to Quickly orbit sho rt-duration missions 
will be maint:~incd. 

13.[ 

J 

AAOMS 

c 

]we believe that the critical technologies-large 
arrays or electro-optic sensors and wide band, high 
data rate transmission links-for a real-time imagery 
system already have been developed. We believe the 
ouroose of the first Soviet real-time system will be for 
indications and warning and crisis monitoring. Our 
assessment of Soviet technology leads us to conclude 
that such a medium-resolution system would have a 2· 
to <!-meter ground sample dist:~nce. ' This resolution is 
adeQuate to monitor targets, such as airfields, staging 
areas, and ports. 

1·1. In late 1982, 3 possible precursor to a ncar-real
time electro-optical imaging system was put into orbit. 
Cosmos 1·126 remained in orbit for 67 days :1nd was 
dcorbitcd and probably intentionally destroyed.[ 

J 
'Ground l-lmpfc dut~nc:c is tloe 1round ua l-1mpled bv ~ single 

detector. 
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15. The development of a near-real-time, electro· 

ootical imaging system will provide a major improve
ment in the timeliness of satellite im

1
agery data. We 

expect that a network of ot)Crational data relay satcl· 
li~cs (either Potok or Satellite 0:1ta Rel:1y System) will 
be available by 1985 or 1986 to supoort im~ging 
satellites. We believe that two versions of an electro· 
optical imaging system will be deployed. A medium
resolution system will most likely be deoloyed first in 
1986-87, with a high-resolution system following with· 
in a few years. A full network of two to four imaging 
satellites could be established by the late 1980s._[ ' 

Radar Imaging 

16. A radar-imaging system could augment the 
USSR's photoreconnaissance satellite systems by ob
taining images in all types of weather and lighting 
conditions. A space-based synthetic at)Crture radar 
(SAR) i.~ the most likely means for providing this 
capability. The Soviets have conducted research and 
development (R&D) flights of SARs on aircraft for 
nonacoustic antisubmarine war£:1re (ASW) research 
since 197lc 

flf a SAR is tested on 
the current Soviet Venus radtr mapping mission, it 
could significantly further the development of a radar
imaging reconnaissance satellite. A critical technology 
that will influence development of a radar-imaging 
system and should be available to the Soviets in the 
mid-1980s is onboard specialized signal and data 
processing. On the basis of our view of their perceived 
needs, we believe there is an even chance the Soviets 
will decide to develop a space-based radar-imaging 

system and a moderate-to-high likelihood of prototype 
testing at some time in the 1990s. Orbital flight tests 
may be POSSible by the mid-1990s. A system that used 
ground-based processing instead could be available 
several years earlier. 

ELINT Reconnaissance 

17. The Soviets have. two types of satellites that 
Derform ELINT reconnaissance-the sccon~·gcnera
tion and· the third-ecneration ELI NT satclliles. [ 

:J. 
18.[ 

J 
19. The c~rrent ELINT satellite systems appear to 

adequately meet the Soviet requirements for land- and 
sea-based radar reconnaissance and radar order of 
battle. The most recent tYDC of Soviet ELINT satellite 
was introduced in 1970. We exDCCt either an im· 
proved ELINT satellite to be introduced in the mid-
1980s or a new generation in the late 1980s or early 
1990s. The requirements for such a satellite would 
most likely include continuous coverage, real-time 
transmission, and tactical land battle stipport.C 

J 
20. The technology necessary to develop a high· 

altitude ELINT collection system is alre:ady available 
to the USSll, but we have no direct evidence that they 
intend to do so. Activity possibly related to such a 
development includes work on large spaceborne 
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antennas (the 10-metcr-diameter antenna deoloved on r 
Salvut 6. for example, was developed under · military 
sp(:mso~shio). Luge high-gain antennas are reQuired on 
high-altitude collection satellites to provide sensilivity 
for the detection of low-oowcr signals radiated from 
emiltcrs on the Earth "s surf ace. 

21.[ 

:~L 
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. I lites would be u.scful just before hostilities and :u 
hostilities begin. We eJtoect the Soviets to attempt to 
complete a full EORSAT/RORSAT network with 
launches by SL-lls in a matter of days. J c 25. The EOR~AT ;, • •o•d•H=i 

L 
ELl NT satellite 

Naval Targeting and Surveillance 
~ 

· 23. The So~icts have two types of satellites in this 
category, the ELINT ocean reconnaissance satellite 
(EORSAT) and the rad:1r ocean reconnaissance satellite 

26. The accuracy of the EORSA T targeting data is 
generally sufficient for the associated antiship missiles 

CORSAT), which c:1n detect and locate surface ships 
l -=:J The orobability of 
'detection variesC 

":J 
Flight-testing began in 1967 for the RORSAT and in 
1974 for the EORSAT. Doth systems probably became 
operational by at least 19'-!0. The Soviets often keep 
one satellite of each type in orbit. The ma:dmum 
number in orbit has been two for e:1ch type, and on 
occasion there have been gaps of several months with 
no RORSA Ts or EORSATs in orbit. These two types of 
satellites are primarily wartime and crisis weaoon 
targeting systems.(= 

':J for use against air
craft carriers and naval b:1ttle groups. The required 
coverage for nearly continuous targeting and the dem
onstrated orbital spacing indicate that prior to hostil
ities the Soviets will attempt to expand the satellites · 
networks to four EORSATs and seven RORSATs. 

24. Doth the RORSAT and EORSA T have short 
average lifetimes-two :1nd four months, resoectively. 
However, this may not be a significant limitation to 
their wartime targeting mission. The Soviets probably 
recognize that these S3tellites arc vulnerable and 
would be short lived once hostilities beg:1n. The sate!-
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naval combatants currently are configured to receive I 
the EO~SAT data. Major limitations of the EORSAT 
system mclude: 

£ 

-Cannot detect shios using EMCON. 

-Excessive time required for a single satellite to 
revisit the same targets-six to 14 hours at ' 
northern latitudes and about 28 hours at the 
equator. A network of at least four EORSATs is 
required to orovide continuous targeting data
that is, no more than two hours old-at high 
latitudes. Such a network is not expected in 
peacetime, but may be launched in a crisis. 

E 
E 

:J 
27. We believe the EORSAT will continue to be 

used for the next several years. We Droiect changes in 
the system may be introduced, including improved 
receiver sensitivity, extended radiofrcquency cover
age, and imoroved locating capabilities. Improvements 
in the EORSA T orogram will include fitting out more 
Soviet naval combatants to receive the collected data 
directly and increasing satellite lifetime. 

28. The Soviets probably will maintain up to two 
EORSATs in orbit during peacetime. Peacetime func
tions of the EORSATs consist of ocean reconnaissance, 
detecting and locating naval targets, and transmitting 
the targeting data in real-time to Soviet submarines 
and shios for training during antiship missile firings 
and simulation exercises. 

' 29. The EORSA T system is designed to ooerate in 
conjunction with the RORSA T. The RORSAT uses a 
radar capable of detecting and locating ships of de
stroyer class and larger. Soviet RORSA T satellites are 
launched by the SL-11 into circular orbits 260 km 
above the Earth. After a mission is terminated, a 
segment of the spacecraft containing a small nuclear 
reactor for generating electric pOwer is separated and 
boosted into a higher (900 km} orbit, where it should 
remain for 500 to 1,000 years, allowing time for decay 
of the radioactive fuel. 1 

L J 
31. The RORSAT system, like the EORSAT system, 

is primarily a weapon targeting system foruse during 
wartime or a crisis. In a crisis the Soviets could quickly 
launch additional EORSAT and RORSA T satellites. A 
network of seven RORSATs and four EORSA Ts could 
provide t:ugeting data about every two hours in the 
50- to 70-dcgrce latitude region (sec figure III-5}. 
Targeting data more than two hours old are usually too 
inaccurate for targeting solutions. The Soviets have 
had as many as two RORSATs .in orbit during peace
time. (See chapter IV for a discussion of augmentation 
and replacement options open to the Soviets.} 

32. Major advantages 
RORSAT system include: 

I 
L 

and caoabilitics of the 

The RORSA T system also has some major limitations, F., I 

L _j 
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33. The RORSA T has e:~:pericnced numerous on· 

bo:ud system failures. The fa ilur<'s have been due to 
various causes. The Soviets suffered a serious setback 
in January 1978 when Cosmos 954, including its 

nuclear reactor. made an unintentional reentry, scat· 
tcring radioactive debris in Canada's Northwest Terri
tory. The resulting adverse world reaction to the use of 
nuclear power sources in space led to deliberations in 
the UN Outer Space Subcommittees. A majority of 
nations supported regulations for the usc of nuclear 
power sources, including a ban on their usc in low 
Earth orbits. Despite these reactions, another RORSA T 
was launched in April 1980, after a 27-month stand
down. The long hiatus was undoubtedly to allow time 
for necessary technical modificationS. Since the Cos
mos 954 incident. all RORSATs have had a backup 
system, which was described in Soviet reports to the 
United Nations. Fifty minutes after separation, the 
nuclear reactor core probably is ejected, normally in 
high storage orbit. If the primary disposal method. of 
separating the reactor core and boosting it to higher 
orbit fa ils. the backup design calls for ejecting the core 
from the casing while still at low orbit. This enhances 
the likelihood that the radioactive material will burn 
up during reentry. That is what we believe happened 
to Cosmos 1402. The main body reentered in January 
1983, and the reactor core w:u probably destroyed 
during reentry in February 1983. 
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Figure Ill-S 
Requirements To Achieve Adcqualc Targel Coverage, 
EORSAT and RORSAT• 

Revisit Times at Various Latitudes (lloursJ 

o• 1o• 20• JO• 

I EORSAT 28 24 24 20 

2 EORSATs 14 12 12 10 
4 EORSATs 7 6 6 s 
I RORSAT S6 S4 Sl 46 

I EORSAT 19 11 16 14 
:and I RORSAT 

2 EORSATs 9 8 8 1 
and 2 RORSATs 

4 EORSATs s 4 4 4 

and 4 RORSA Ts 

4 EORSATs 4 J J J 
and 7 RORSATs 

• Adequ:atc covcracc is based on revisit times or two houn or las. 
Loation data more than two hours old :arc usually considered too 
inaccurate for \arcc:tinc. 
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34. Seven RORSATs were bunched between the 
Cosmos 954 and Cosmos 1402 incidents, indicating the 
Soviets' desire to continue the RORSAT program 
despite adverse world r~ctions. Nuclear reactors arc 
used on the RORSAT because low orbit complicates 
the eH ective usc of l:1rgc solar arrays. A prob01ble 
Soviet goal would be to increase RORSAT lifetime 
significantly beyond the 50-d:~y average mission dur:l· 
tion. We believe the system w:~s designed for :1 much 
longer operational life, because the Quantity of on· 
board propellants for orbit m:1inten:mce is sufficient 
for mission durations of about 2.10 days and the 
nuclear reactor power supply should last at least a 
year. We expect the RORSAT will evolve into :1 new 
generation of space-based radar systems. Although we 
have no evidence of such a system, \ve believe an 
advanced RORSAT will be deployed by the l:~te 1980s 
that will be able to operate in adverse weather condi
tio~s and may be less susceptible to j:1mming and 
electronic countermeasures. 

. 
Submarine Detection 

3s.c 

\Data collected by the various 
imaging and advanccid' nonimaging space systems will 
add to the knowledge of the feasibility of detecting 
surface effects pro?uced by ships and submerged 
submarines. 

36.[ 

' (Future Soviet high-
altitude data relay satellites could service networks of 
sonabuoys for submarine detection. Out, to provide 
useful, real-time data directly to a user, the satellite 
would reQuire an onboard signal processor. We arc 
uncertain whether such a capability could be achieved 
in the nellt 10 years. 

37. We have limited knowledge of the precise 
nature :~nd degree of success of the Soviet subm:~rine 

detection program.[. 

c J Therefore, we cannot state with confi-
dence th:1t they have not had some success in their 
research. We cannot judge whether the Soviets will 
:~chicve a technological breakthrough in remote sens
ing of submarine-generated effects during the next I 0 
years. Even if such a breakthrough were to occur, we 
do not believe, in view of the oper:~tional consider
ations :~nd the length of time needed for full system 
deployment, that there is a realistic possibility that the 
Soviets, during the next 10 ye:us, will h:~ve a system 
that could simult:~ncously track a substantial fr:1ction 
of the US nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine 
(SSDN) force. We are more uncertain, and hence more 
concerned, about the capabilities that could potential
ly be realized :lnd deployed in the mid-to-late 1990s. 

38. An alternative view' is that the preceding text 
understates our knowledge of the extent of the Soviet 
rcsc:~rcb procram to detect submarines from space [ 

. J 
further, the holder of this view believes the Soviets 
have not had significant success in these techniQues 
and arc unlikely to achieve a technological break
through in remote sensing of submarine-generated 
effects durin~ the next 10 years. The holder of this 
view believes that the liS Navy's underst:1nding of the 
basic phenomenology of submarine detection is suffi
ciently advanced to support the conclusion that an 
effective broad area search and detection capability 
will not emerge from Soviet R&D activity during the 
next decade. For many years the US Navy has had an 
intensive R&D progr:~m in submarine detection. One 
of the objectives of this program has been to examine 
the delectability of s~bmarines by sensors utilizing the 
same procedures observed in Soviet n & 0 activity. 
None of these sensors has shown an adequate detection 
performance to be able to have a significant impact on 
Soviet ASW capabilities for broad area search. The US 
Navy continues to examine extensively phenom~na 
that might permit the detection of submarines. So far, 
there arc no phenomena known to the US Navy that 
could be exploited by the Soviet Union to develop :10 

operationally significant detection capability against 
US SSDNs within the forescc:tble future. 

' Tlu: holder o/ tl•u ulew tJ tlu: Dirt:ctor of Nt~ual lntdltctnct, 
Dttldrtmcnt (If the Navv. 
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Warning and Allack Assessment 

39. The Soviet launch detection salclli!c (LOS) ~YS· 
tern currently Drovides continuous, reai-timc coverage 
of the US !COM fields. Such coverage is bcin; 
:~chieved by eight s:~tellitcs in aooropri.1le sernisynch
ronous orbital positions. We c.:mcct a ninc·.s.1tellite 
LDS system will be completed during 1983, orovidin(! 
continuous redundant coverage. Oocration:~l satellites 
c:an detect both isol:tted and massive launches of US 
ICDMs and can provide about JO minutes' w:~rninc 
bcf~rc imDact. We believe they c:1n :~lso provide 
limited attack assessment information. These satellites 
arc not intended, nor can they be eHectivcly used, to 
provide coverage of submarine patrol areas (Sec fir.· 
urc III-G.} 

40.c 
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44. The Soviets experienced reliability oroblems 



finally achieved an initial operational capability of 
five satellites in March 1981. One satellite f:~ilcd two 
months bter, however, :~nd the network did not reg:~in 
opcr:~tional status until March 1982. 1\cliabil•ty prob
lems now appear to have been largely corrected. 

I ~ 

L _j 
46. We believe the Soviets also will develop a new 

system of satellites to provide coverace of the launch 
areas of long-range SLDMs. Deployment of such a 
system can i-ncrease Soviet warning time of SLBM 
attack by uo to 15 to-20 minutes, depending on the 
location of the SSDNs. It could orolNbly also orovide 
coverage of launches of land-based b:~llistic missiles 
from Europe and Asia. Soviet development of an 
SLDM (submarine-launched ballistic mi.uilc) detection 
system may be in advanced stages, and we expect 
initial flight tests in 1984. Full operational capability is 
expected by 1990: 

- New construction at the current LOS ground 
station may be related to the development of a 
geosynchronous launch detection system oossi
bly including the capability for SLBM launch 
detection. C 

J 
- Soviet filings with the International frequency 

Registration Doard (IFRD) call for a four-satellite 
network of geostationary satellites called Prog
noz. The stated usc for the s:~tcllitcs in the 
Prognoz. network-the study of atmospheric 
processes, the state of the world's oceans, and 
natural resources-is sufficiently vague th:ll it 
could have a military mission. The westernmost 
satellite in the Prognoz. network will be posi· 
tioncd at 24 decrees west, the s:~mc position 
occupied by the only Soviet developmcnl:~l LOS 
placed in geosynchronous orbit in l!Ji5 and nnw 

inactive. It can cover all of the Atlantic :~nd some 
of the Indian Ocean. The easternmost satellite 
(80 degrees east) will allow the coverage of almost 
all the Eastern Hemisphere ocean ;areas, includ
ing the Indian Ocean and put of the Pacific 
Ocean, from which western SLIJI\·Is, including 
the Trident C-4 . could be launched 01l European 
USSR l3rgcts. C 

l Further, :~ccordinc to the 
filings, tl1cse geosy~ronous positions arc to be 
filled bv the end of 1984, coincident \Yith the 
completion of the construction at the LOS 
ground site. 

Nuclear Detection 

47. We have not identified a Soviet satellite that 
provides data on nuclear events. riowever, all Soviet 
satellites in synchronous and semisynchronous orbits 
provide extensive coverage of the· Earth's surface. 
Other possible candidates arc scientific satellites that 
arc olaced into highly elliptic orbits (five limes syn
chronous). According to Soviet open sources, these 
satellites coilect data on solar radiation to improve the 
forecasting of the effects of solar proton flares. How
ever, scientific papers associated with this s:~tellite 

program have addressed nucle:~.r detection from space, 
inferring that solar forecasting s:~tellilcs may have a 
secondary mission of nuclear .detection: 

Aircraft Surveillance 

48. We believe the SovietS will perceive a need to 
detect and locate US aircraft in flight ave .. certain 
critical routes around the world: This need could 
potentially be satisfied by advanced space systems 
usin& nonimaging 1R or real aperture rad:~r sensors. 
Although tl1c detection of very small vehicles such as 
cruise missiles will most likely not be possible for some 
time, overhead detection of large aircraft. such as 
bombers and cruise missile carriers, will soon be a 
technological possibility for the Soviets. 

·I!J. Soviet t:xpcrience with space-based real aper
ture rad:m extends back to the first I'\01\SA Tin 1971. 
The development of sufficiently luge antennas that 
can be properly deployed in sp:~ce appears to be l 
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critical technology for a sp~ce·based rad:u for detect~ 
ing aircraft. A 10-mctcr-diamcter, 2-CHz antenna was 
tested in 1979 on Salyut 6. However, further develop
ment and testing would be required before an antenna 
of sufficient size or accurate shape could be obtained 
for this mission. We believe a 10-mcter-<;liametcr, 6- to 
9-CHz antenna, or an eQuivalently larger antenna 
operating at a lower frequency (30 meters at 2 CHz), 
could be tested, orobably on a manned space station, 
before 1985 and would be a major step toward 

' acQuiring the required technology.C 

J 
50. An operating system of ~pace-based radars for 

aircraft detection would require several satellites. lt 
could take one of several forrru becawe factors such as 
radiated .DOwer, search rate, detection range, and area 
to be covered must be considered. An example of a 

I 

conceptualized system is three satellites in elliptical 
7,000-km palar orbits that could provide continuous 
coverage of the northern palar area. 

51. A space-based infrared system capable of per
forminG this task would probably operate in the far 
infrared region (8 to 14 microns) and would be based 
on detecting the temperature difference between the 
aircraft and the Earth background. This type of 
detection requires that the sensors be small enough 
that the aircraft would occupy a significant amount of 
the area covered by each element. To provide continu
ous coverage of a significant area on the Earth requires 
a large number of small sensor clements (on the order 
of 100 million elements). 

52. For both systems the communications link is the 
key to the operational capability of the surveillance 
system. The link between ground station and sensor 
satellites should permit the ooerator at the ground site 
to have direct access to satellites at all times. There-

, fore, satellite-to-satellite data relay is mandatory for 
any low-orbit system. 

53. Two methods of proc~ming the sensor return 
signals arc possible: on board the s:~tellite or :tt a 
central ground silc in the USSR. Both methods have 
difficulties associated with them: 

- Onboard processing requires the development of 
a minicomputer larger than that currently used 

and a space-related orocessing caoability for 
handling extremely large amounts of data. How
ever, having a signal processor on board the 
spacecraft would permit the rc:1l·time transmis
sion of target data directly to the user. lt also 
allows for a much narrower bandwidth for the 
data link (on the order of 1 megahertz versus 100 
Mliz) as compared with the method for central 
ground-site processing. Having the signal proc
essing performed on the satellite also has the 
potential of achieving a higher level of ECCM 
(electronic counter-countermeasure) capability 
for the downlin~. Conceivably, onboard process
ing of the raw sensor data could enable the tarcet 
location data to be transmitted from the space
craft to an Airborne Warning and Control Sys
tem (A WACS) or interceptor aircr:~ft without 
going through the ground station. 

- For ground-based processing, the raw sensor 
data would most likely be digitized on bo:ud and 
then transmitted to the ground site in real time 
via direct data link when the surveillance satel
lite is within view of the site or via satellite-to· 
satellite relay data link when the surveillance 
satellite is out of view. Although the ground~site 
processing approach requires the least hardware 
in the spacecraft, it docs demand a very wide 
bandwidth for the downlink. A downlink band
width of up to 200 megabits per second is 
required. 

- The hich data requirements in real-time signal 
processing anticipated for space-based sensors 
incorporating moving t:uget indicator, target· 
discrimination, signature analysis, and comput
er-driven control functions will require an on
board central processor. The reQuirement can
not be circumvented by downlink and 
ground-based processing. Such ground-based 
support would require extremely high data rates 
probably not achievable with current digital 
circuitry. Soviet integrated circuit technology 
probably lacks the maturity to provide the high 
data rales for sophisticated processing either on 
board or for multiplexed downlinks. 

54. The required technology ievcl will be difficult 
for the USSR to achieve and success will depend on 
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how well many difficult problems arc rc.solved, in· 
eluding weather, detectors, and data proccssin~t. We 
believe there is a low-to-moderate chance th:at orbital 
flight tests of a sp:ace-b:ascd r:adar system will be 
conducted in the e:~rlv-lo-middle 1990s :~nd a moder
ate chance by the year 2000. We believe it less likely 
th:1l a space-b:1sed infrared system will be nursued. If 
they do elect to develop an infrared system, a proto· 
type could be tested in the mid-1990s. 

Communications and Data Relay 

btcr time (store-dump). With the exception of the 
television relay satellites, all existing Soviet comsats :arc 
used extensively and in some cases exclusively to 
suol)ort the Soviet military :md pa)itical leadershiD 
:wd the intclliccnc:e services. Prolifer:~tion of coms:tl 
cap:~bililies has favored early delivery to those units 
with nuclcu wennons or with nuclear weanons rele:asc 
respansibilitic:s. C 

J 
55. The USSR is currently increasing its usc of ~ 

communication satellites for.its military and govern-
ment communications. However, unlike the United 
Stales, it has retained and enhanced its ground-based 
high-freQuency (HF) communications and h:lS added 
flexibility and redundancy with its various microwave, 
trol)Oscatler, and landlinc communicalions systems. 
Nevertheless, comsats will increasingly be used to 
support intelligence, military, and political :1ctivities 
during the next 10 to 20 years. The projected develop-
ments will have the dual advantages of significantly 
improving the speed, flcxibilit v. and reliability of 
command and control and other communications, 
while concurrently improving the security of those 
communications. C 

56. Current and future Soviet comsat systems :1re 
summarized· in table Ili-4. The USSR currently oper
ates six comsat .systems. Four of these-Molniya 1, 
Molniya 3, Statsionar, and Stat.sionar T •-usc satellites 
in high-altitude (semisynchronous .and geostationary) 
orbits. These satellites use widcband transpander sys
tems for real-lime reception, amplification, and rc· 
transmittal of communications signals. The other two 
comsat systems--designated as multiple-payload com· 
munic.ations satellites .and single-payload communica· 
tions satellites-arc in low-altitude orbits. These satel
lites record Soviet communications for tr:Jnsmillal at a 

• The Statsio11ar svstc:m {currcntlv utilizing both lhduR2 and 
Corit.ont $01tcllilcs) Is to occuDv 15 orbi12l DOSIIions. The Sbtsionar T L 
system corulsts of the Elcnn television $01tclilte at one orbital 
position. A proposed Statsionar T2 svstern m2y supplement or 
replace tl1e current Stabionar T system. 
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Table UI-4 
Current and Prospective Sovic:l Comsat Systems 

Satellite System Number of Satcllita Orbit 
in System 

Current 

Molniya I 8 Semisynchronous 

Molniya 3 4 Semisynchronous 

Statsionar I.S • Geosynchronous 

Stauionar T Geosynchronous 

MPCS 16-24 l,SOO km circular 
SPCS 3 BOO km circular 
Fut11rt 
Gals (6)~ Ge~ynchronous 

Volna (4) .. Geosync:hrono11s 
(4) ~ Geosynchronous 

Lueh (4) .. Gcosynchrono11S 
Luch-P (4) .. Geosynchronous 

Stauionar Tl I • Geosynchronous 

Potok 3 Geosynchronous 
Satellite data relay 3 Geosynchronous 
system (SORS) 

• The Sovieu have riled for I.S ceostationary positions with the I FRC 
Cor their Stauionar systcm. To date, sc:ven or these pasitions h.:avc 
been occupied by two different types or satellites (four Raduea I u!!!Jito ... ] o .. ;mot UldUtu). J 

I 
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Figure ltl-8 
Soviet Mobile Cotnmunicalions S2tellitc Terminals 
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67. The USSR is actively pursuing a comprehensive 
program for geostationary communications systems 
that could include satellites that serve more than one 
communications network, intcrsatellitc crosslin~ing, 

and laser communications links. Four communications 
systems arc being developed: Volna, G:~ls, Luch, and 
Luch·P. These systems may be colocated on satellites 
in the Statsionar system. figure Ul-9 compares the 
orbital positions of satellites in the current and 
planned geosynchronous communications systems. We 
believe that one way the Soviets will meet the reQuire
ments of these new systems will be through the use of 
"hybrid" satellites-that is, satellites that carry tran
sponders for more than one communication network. 
The first hybrid satellite, Gorizont 5 launched in 
March 1982, carries Statsionar C-band {•I to 8 GHz), 
Volna L-band {1 to 2 GHz) and Luch K-band {11 to 1•1 
GHz) transponders. 

68. We project that a system of four h)•brid com· 
munic:llions satellites carrying transponders for the 
St:~tsionar, Volna, 3ncl Luch systems will support 
civilian users primarily although they will carry both 
civilian and military communic:1tions. Transponders 
of the even-numbered positions of the Volna system 
arc to be used with air· :llld sea-mobile terminals while 
transponders of I he Luch system arc to be used for 
telephone, telegraph, TV. and radio l ransmi5sions 

111·2l 

69. The proposed geostationary locations and allo
cated freQuencies further suggest that transponders of 
the Statsionar, Gals, Luch-P. and Voln3 (odd-num· 
bercd positions only) networks may be combined on 
single hybrid satellites to form a six-satellite multiple
band communications system with ncar worldwide 
coverage for covernmcnt and military command and 
control communications. The frequencies to be used in 
the Gals network (8 GHz uplink/7 GHz downlink) arc 
internationally recognized for military communica
tions satellites. Satellites with Gals transponders will 
ha\·e both global and regional beams. In addition, 
Soviet filings indicate that two satellites will have spot 
beam capabilities directed :~t regions in the North 
Atlantic and North Pacific suggesting naval roles. 

70. We expect _the entire Statsionar, Gals, Volna, 
Luch, and Luch-P communications satellite systems to 
be completed by the late 1980s. Alt!1ough the Soviets 
have filed for more than <10 network oositions {see 
figure lll-!J), we believe they could meet these require
ments with as few as 14 satellites" carrying hybrid 
oa\·loads. As the new comsat systems become opera
tional. we expect some or the current satellites in the 
Molniya 1 and possibly the Molniya 3 systems to be 
phased out. 

71. In addition to the comsat networks, we believe a 
three-satellite Potok data transmission satellite system 
and a thrcc·salcllitc satellite data relay system (SORS) 
will be established in geostationary orbits during the 
mid-to-late 1980s. The Potok system is designed to 
transmit digit:ll information between central Earth 
stations and pcriphcr:;) Earth stations. The purpose of 
the Potok syste~ remains unclear but may include 
military missions. sons is designed to relay data from 
low-orbiting satellites. including the manned S:1lyut 
type, to Earth termin:~ls ncar Gus 'Khrusta)nyy in the 
western USSR and ncar Nikolaevsk-na·Amure in the 
eastern USSR. Such a system will gre3tly improve the 
rcal·timc control of low-orbiting satellites and their 
timely transmission of dat:1. Potcnti:~l applications 
include the real-time transmission or data from low
orbitlll!l intelligence collectors. timely redirection of 
collection activities, and on-dem:1nd orbit adjustments 
of low orbiters (for example, to counter a US ASAT 
atlac k) 
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72. New Soviet comsat systems will use advanced 
communications technologies that will result in the 
capability to relay billions o£ bits of data per second by 
the early 1990s. Also, spread spectrum signals will 
provide better antijam and :mli·intcrceot protection. 
These advances will provide more reliable communi-

,,.fl •• ft 
o-•• 
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~ Olrec:t-broadc:.ast 
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.. .~ .. 
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D International 
comnl 

110 

cations with higher data capacities to an increasing 
number of users. By 1990, la5ers will be used exoeri
mentally (or intersatellite relay and r>ossibly with 
other comsat systems to achieve even creatcr band
width and communications security. ln the early-to· 
middle 1990s we believe :m :~dvanced Soviet commu-
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nications satellite system will be put into orbit and 
operate at high freQuencies, up to 30 CHz. and will 
have increased capacities over current systems. These 
systems could support the eltpandin& manned space 
programs and real-time sensor satellites. 

73. Soviet satellite communic~tions research has 
included efforts to develop a satellite-to-submarine 
l:uer communications link. The research was initiated 
about 14 years ago and involves experimentation with 
a blue-green laser that can be used to communicate 
with submerged submarines.C 

laser commcnic:1tions link would be able to h~~ 
extremefy broadband, short-duration signals. Such a 
system could enhance the securit:• and survivability o£ 
SSDNs on patrol. There is a moderate likelihood that 
testing of laser communications components will take 
place in space in the mid-to-late 1980s, perhaps on 
board a manned space station. If tests arc success£ ul 
and sufficient resources are commi!led, a small net· 
work of laser satellite-to-submarine communications 
satellites could be operational 3S early as the m\d-
1990s. 

Navigation 

74. Development of naval suoport satellite 
(NA VSA T) systems began in the mid- t9GOs to provide 
Soviet naval forces with accurate and timely naviga
tion signals [ 

] 

L 
76. In July 1982 a NAVSAT 3 cQUil)pcd with two 

special radio transponders for rel:~.ying distress signals 
from ships and aircraft was obced into orbit, as part of 
the joint US, Soviet, Canadian, and French COSPAS
SARSAT program. This program was first publicized 
in June 1980 when the Soviets· submitted their contri· 
bution for the joint project to the l'FRD. The Soviet 
project is administered by the Ministry of the Mer
chant Fleet and utilizes three ground stations in the 
Soviet Union to l)roccss the signals transpondcd by the 
satellites. The location accuracy for emergency trans· 
millers is reportedly within 2 kilometers. 

77. In e:uly 1982 the Soviets filed with the IFRD for 
a Global Navigation Satellite System (CLONASS). 
These filings indicate that the CLONASS network is 
designed for worldwide aircraft r:adio navigation. [t 

will h:~ve nine to 12 satellites that will be positioned in 
three orbit:~.l planes with three to four satellites in each 
plane for positional accuracies possibly within 30 
meters. In many respects CLONASS appears similar to 
the US Clob:~l Positioning System (CPS) currently 
being established. If, as announced, the nine· to 12.
satellite system is developed, it will lack a three· 
dimensional (latitude, longitude, and altitude) position· 
fix capability. Such a capability exists with the US CPS 
system and would reQuire an 18· to 2..1-satellitc net

work with the Soviet design. 
75. The second-generation system, NA VSt\ T 2, con

sists of six s:rtcllitcs in ncar Earth o~bits[ 
78. A CLONASS prototype w35 launched in Octo· 

bcr 1982, when a single SL-12 Proton vehicle was used 

to launch three s.:ttcllitcs in the Cosmos series into 
~ orb1ts very similar to those indicated in the filings for 
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GLONASS. Soviet announcements further indicated ~ 
that these satellites were intended to develop "equiD-
ment of a SDace navigation system ... to locate civil 
aviation olancs and merchant marine and fishing 
ships." We believe that, if tests ,are satisfactory, an 
operational network of nine satellites (three satellites in 
three olanes) will be established bv 1986. 

I ~ 

L _j 
80. The US TRANSIT navigation satellite system is 

currently used by Soviet ships and aircraft to supple
ment their own Doppler navigation satellites. We 
expect continued Soviet procurement of Western re
ceivers, so that Soviet ships and aircraft can use both 
GLONASS and GPS for navigation. 

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy 

81. Accurate maps, charts, and Earth gravitational 
models are required for a variety of military missions, 
including precise targeting information for ballistic 
missiles. Soviet we of space systems for such purt)Oses 
began in the 1960s when geodetic and photographic
geophysical (PHOTOGEO) satellites were developed 
to improve the targeting data for strategic missile 
forces. 

82. Geodetic satellites were used to develop and 
refine geodetic and gravitational models of the Earth. 
These satellites were first launched in 1968 and con
tinued to be launched at a rate of about two per year 
until 1978.c 
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Indian Ocean and most of Europe, Afric;~, and Asia 
than arc provided by the Meteor 2s, which typically 
p:u.s within range of a given IO<:ation every six hours. 
COMS also will reportedly relay Meteor 2 cloud-cover 
imagery, either directly or through other APT
eQuipped stations. This will allow reception in the 
Soviet Union of real-time or near· real-time cloud
cover data over a larger portion o£ the Earth than 
could be achieved by either the Meteor 2 or COMS 
systems independently. This capability would be usc:· 
ful for optimizins the use of Sovicl photoreconnais
sancc satellites. Meteorological 

87. Meteor 2 satellites provide meteorological data 
both for civil weather forecasting and military sup
port. Probable military functions include scheduling 
and routing aircraft and ships, executing force move
ments, scheduling tests of optical devices that propa
gate through the atmosphere, such :u I:J.SCrs, and 
scheduling other operations and exercises. Another 
possible use includes support for Soviet photorecon
naissance1 satellite targeting. The Meteor 2 system is 
operational, with two to four active s:~tellites typically 
in orbit. Normally, two satellites are used per day. A 
two-satellite constellation can cover all of the Earth's 
surface in 24 hours, whereas one satellite would miss 
some regions ncar the EQuator . .E.lch satellite carries 
visible, ncar-infrared, and far-infrared scanners that 
can provide day and night real-time and recorded 
cloud-cover imagery. E~ch satellite also uses an Auto
matic Picture Transmission (APT) link, the same as 
that used by US weather satellites . . . 

88. Eventually, a three-tier meteorological satellite 
system will be developed consisting of a low-altitude 

_. manned space station, medium-altitude satellites (the 
current Meteor 2 series), and a system of geostationary 
satellites. The manned space station will probably 

' include sensors for collecting meteorological data 
which differs from that provided by unmanned satel
lite sensors. The Geostationary Operational Meteoro
logical Satellite (COMS) originally was scheduled for 
launch in 1978 in support of the Clob:~l Atmospheric 
Research Program, but was delayed bcc:~use of techni
cal problems. We expect a launch in 1983·85. COMS 
will be positioned over the Equator at 76 decrees cast 
and ~ill provide visible and far-infrared cloud-cover 
imagery every half hour. Soviet pia nners will thus 
have :~cccss to more timely cloud-cover data over the 

Calibration 

89. Radar support satellites (llAOSA Ts) have been 
used since the early 1960s[. 

:J !3oth the RADSA T ls (first 
generation) and the RADSA T 2s (second generation), 
which replaced the RAOSAT ls in 1976, have been 
used to accomplish this calibration function. C 

.] 
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CHAPTER IV 

SPACE SYSTEMS IN WARTIME 

1. In addition to the characteristics :llr~dy de· 
scribed, an evaluation of Soviet soacc systems must 
include: 

-Augmentation and rcplaccmcnL 

-Space system defenses. 

- Soace warfare capabilities. 

-Likelihood of interference with US space sys-
. terns. 

Augmentation and Replacement 

2. The USSR currently maintains about 110 active 
satellites in orbit. Some indication of the Soviet surge 
launch capability was demonstrated in 1982 when 28 
space launches were conducted in 56 days, bringing 
the number of active satellites to an alltime high of 
129. We expect Moscow to maintain about 110 to 140 
satellites active over tl1e next five to 10 years. Of these, 
at least 90 will be in support of military activities. We 
believe that some of these satellite systems would be 
augmented during crises or orior to war in order to 
optimize the RORSAT, EORSAT, ELINT, METSAT 
{meteorological satellite), and ohotoreconn:~is.sance 
networks. Table IV-1 compares the current Soviet 
satellite networks with what we would e.:tpcct to see 
after the networks were augmented.[. 

]table IV-2 depicts 
our estimate of 1993 Soviet space networks in peace· 
time and in crisis. 

-3. The capability to :IU~:ment or replace satellites is 
a function of launch preparation times,1 D:ld turn· 
around times, surge and replenishment launch r:t\es, 
numbers and types of satellites required, and the 
survivability of the specialized launch and control 
f:lcilities. Current bunch and control facilities arc 
vulnerable, and we have no evidence of current or 

developmental land-based mobile launch or control 
facilities. We believe, however, that a m:>bilc control 
capability using either ships or ground-based mobile 
terminals will be developed. A capability to relay 
commands to manned spacecraft via ships that receive 
the commands from Moscow nlrcady has been demon· 
stratcd. We believe the establishment of a mobile 
command capability could be accomplished within the 
nc;~t few Years and would significantly increa.se the 
survivability of space system ground segments. A 
survivable launch capability is more difficult to estab
lish. Although ballistic missile submarines and ICDMs 
in hardened silos could be modified for satellite 
launches, we believe such a capability has not yet been 
developed because we have seen no evidence of 
testing. As solid-propellant, mobile ICDMs arc de· 
ploved beginning in the mid-1980s, we believe that an 
emergency launch capability for small communica
tions satellites could be available, pas.sibly as early as 
the late 1980s. A similar system with ncar-real-time 
photoreconnaissancc satellites could be available bv 
the c:~rly 1990s if the Soviets are able to develop a 
lightweight ohotorcconnais.sance s.•tcllitc. However, 
the Soviets will continue to depend primarily on their 
ability to augment e;~isting satellite networks, in a short 
oeriod of lime if necessary, using present fixed space 
launch facilities orior to the onset of general nuclear 
war, ~hen they would presumably be destroyed. 

·1. The estimated launch rate :tnd loc:1l storage 
c.•pabilities for the current series of Soviet space 
launch vehicles {SLVs) are described in table IV-3. We 
believe these capabilities arc adeQuate to meet Soviet 
augmentation requirements of about 40 satellites with
in a three· to four-week period. The major limiting 
factors arc the availability of propellant and adcQu:tte 
crews for sustained opcr:~tions.C 
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Table [V-1 
1983 Augmentation of SoTic:t Military 
Support Satellites in Crisis 

System 198) 
r~cc:time 
Conlieuration 

Photoreconn:aissancc: 

Medium raolution 1·2 

Hich rc.solution I 

ELINT reconnaissance: 

ELl NT 2 I . 

ELINTJ H 

EORSAT' 0·2 

Radar ocean reconnaissance: 0-2 
(RORSAn' 

Launch detc.ction 9 

Communications 

Molniy:~~l 8 

Molniya J 4 

MI'CS 18-24 

SPCS l·S 

Stauionar 4·8 

Navication 

NAVSAT2 6 

NAVSATJ 4 

Mctcorolocical 2 

Manned I 

Totals 67-SS 

• This column rcnc.cts additional payloads launched 

Number of 
Satellita 
in Crisis • 

2·4 

2·4 

1·2 

9·12 

2·4 

.C-7 

9-12 

8·12 

4-6 

18-24 

4-6 

~-10 

9·12 

4 

2-4 

0·2 

83-125 

to aucmcnt caistinc systems and to pre-position sparc.s 
in orbit. 
~ EORSAT, RORSAT, and ASAT all usc the s.1rtfe 
SL-It launchpads. 

This tablo ;, Secret. 

c 
5. The demonstrated pad turn:uound time for the 

SS-6-based systems (SL-3, -4, and -6) is 24 hours. 
Propellants for the SS·G-bascd systems are loaded 
from railcars at the site into the launch vehicle on the 
pad. This may be a constraining factor on the number 
or surge launches of SS-6-based systems, as it takes 
about 17 propellant railcars to service a single SL-4 
launch. The maximum number of assembled SS-
6-bascd systems that Cin be housed within the :uscm-

Table lV-2 
Projected 1993 AugmentAtion of SoTid Military. 
Support Satellites in Crisis 

System 199J Number of 
l'~cetimc Satellites 
Conlicuntion in Crisis 

Pholorcconnaiuan~:e 

Eltctro-opti~l hich 0-1 1·2 
resolution 

Electro-optic::~ I medium 2-l .C-6 
raolution 

ELl NT reconnaissance 

Hit~h·allitudc ELl NT 4 4·6 

EORSAT 0·2 2-4 

Radaroeeanreconna~ncc 

Improved RORSAT 0-2 .C-7 

Launch detection 

LDS2 9 9·12 
Synchronous LOS 4 4·6 

Communication; and data relay 

Molniy:a I 4 4 

St:atsion:ar IS I.S-20 

MPC:S 111·24 18-24 

SPCS J-S 4·6 

Potok ] J-.S 

SDRS J l · .S 

Nni~::ation 

NAVSAT2 6 9·12 

NAVSATJ 4 4 

GLONASS 9· 12 ll·IS 

Mctcoroloci~l 

Mctcor2 2 2·4 

GOMS 1-J 

Manned 

Cosmos 929-typc 0-1 1-2 

Larcc: s~cc: s~tion I 

S~cepl:anc: 0-1 2-4 

Totals 88-107 107-ISl 

;;hi• &llilh iii i ... ,., 

bly and checkout facilities at Tyuratam and Plesetsk is 
about 42. We are uncertain what the payload mix may 
be because oayloads launched by the SS-6-based 
systems include ELINT 3, Molniya 1 and 3, HI-RES 
(high resolution) 2., MED-RES (medium), LOS, PHO· 
TOGEO 2, Progress, Soyuz T, Meteor, and Meteor 2. 
Assuminc adequate propellants and suffi~icnt groun~ 
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Table IV-J 
SoYict Quick-Launch Cnpabilicies 

uunch Number of Estimated Pad E.stimoatcd Muimum E.stim1tcd Muimum 
System Launch rads Turnaround Time Stora~:e C:z~eity • Cniti1l Launch Rate~ 

(pa dtiJ') 

SL·J, ·4, ·6 6 2<4 hours 42 6 

SL·B s I 'Z hours 43 10 

SL·II 2 RORSAT/I!ORSI\T: 4to S hours 1 6to 10 

1\SI\ T: 2 to J hours 

SL·I2, ·ll 4 IS days 

SL·14 2 4 to~ hours 

• These ficurcs arc: the: muimum stor:a~:e c:1pacity without providinc 
room for handline a.nd prepoaration of the launch vehicles. 
'This column docs not consider constra ints on optimal bunch times 
(for example:, satellites can only be laum:hcd durin& ecru in time 
windows ta perform their missions dfectivc:ly)_ The major limitin& 
(acton arc the: availability of propellant ;and adequate crews for 

crews are available, we estimate that by using both 
ranges six vehicles could be launched on the first day. 
Propellant loading time and crew availability will 
probably drop the sustained r:lte to about three 
launches per day. 

6. Minimum pad turnaround tirne £or the SL·8 is 
assessed at 12 hours. Propellants for the SL·S are 
loaded into the erected launch system from storage 
facilities at the launchoad. We believe the ma~imum 
surge capacity for the SL·8 at Kapustin Yar and 
Plesetsk is 10 launches ocr day. However, the payload 
mix is again uncertain because the SL-8 launches 
ELINT 2, NA VSA T, SPCS, and MPCS. 

7. The . EORSAT and RORSAT share the SL·ll 
launch facilities with the ASAT orbital i.•tcrccotor. 
The minimum reQuired on-pad time for the SL·tl
launched EORSA T and n.on.SAT is not known[ 

l We believe litis lime could be 
reduced to four to £ive11ours. The ASAT reQuires only 
two to three hours to launch[ 

- \Currently, there :ue storage 
facilities for 22 SL-1rboostcrs and payloads. We 
believe that the majority o£ these boosters would be 
used for ASA. T missions. 

IS 6• 
J6. I per day for 4 days 

8 G to 10 • 

sust~ined operations. The sustained launch r~tc: probably would be 
half or this maximum launch rate. 
• Tarset dependent: muimum or tWO bunch opportunities per day 
per tarcet. 
• 198~ apacily. 
• Judcmc:nt uncertain. Liulc: dau. 

8. Facilities at Tyuratam for the SL-12/13 consist 
of four launchpads and by 1985 an estimated storage 
capacity for about 36 boosters. The SL·l2/13 launch 
system has a demonstrated pad turnaround of 15 days. 
The SL-12/13 payloads include the Raduga, Corizont, 
and Ekran geostationary comsats; the CLONASS navi· 
galion satellite; the Sa[yut space station; and the 
Cosmos 929-type spacecraft. 

9. The SL·l4 launch facilities at Plcselsk arc similar 
to the SL-11 facilities at Tyuratam, but arc not 
believed to be capable of launching EORSATS. non.. 
SATS, or ASATs. Our SL-14 data base is not brge, but 
with the launch facilities available at Plesetsk, includ
ing the in-pad erector, £our and a half hours is 
probably a reasonable turnaround time. Third·gencra
lion ELINT satellites and scientific payloads are 
launched bv the SL-1·1. 

10. Satellites probably will be stored in orbit for use 
during a conflict. We have not identified any Soviet 
satellites currently being stored in orbit [ 

J In a crisis situation, 
when hostilities arc likely, the number of satellites in 
orbit prob:~bly would be increased and augmented _ 
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over a long time in an attempt 
without alerting the enemy. 

..... ..... -· 

L J 
Space System Defenses 

12. We believe current and Drospective US anti· 
satellite capabilities including the air-bunched minia
ture vehicle (ALMV), electronic 'warf:tre (EW) capabil
ities, and laser weaDQn.s will stimulate Soviet measures 
to increase satellite systems survivability. Various 
measures could be taken to enhance the survivability 
of Soviet space assets, including active means (for 
examDie, maneuvering to avoid interception) and pas
sive means (for examDie, hardening to protect against 

1 
nuclear or laser damage)C 

J 
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L 
Space Warfare Capabilities 

28. Current Soviet space warfare capabilities are 
limited to an ASAT orbital interceptor, ground-based 
test lasers with probable ASA T capabilities, and the 
technological capability to conduct electronic warfare 
against space systems. The ADM/Spacc Defense 
Forces-a component of Voyska PVO, the Soviet air 
defense organiz.ation-is responsible for ;~ntisatellitc 
and antimissilc forces. It controls the network of radars 

IV-7 
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for ballistic missile detection and satellite tracking, ot>Cr
ates a large computer center, and controls all of the 
existing antisatellite and antimissile we:apan systems. 
Tabl.e fV-6 describe! the Soviet systems with the paten
tial for destroying or otherwise intention:ally interfering 
with US satellite systems. 

29. Soviet cap:abilities to .detect and track s:atellites 
include ballistic missile detection and tracking radars 
and ABM battle-management radars for low Earth orbit 
(up to 6,000 km), satellite, optical sensors (cameras, 
telesc~pes, and lasers) for high-altitude satellites, and 
SICINT (ground based) for all altitude regions. Four dual 
Hen House radars are dedicated to space tracking 
functions. Soviet telescopes and cameras for satellite 
observations are located in many countries but have little 
capability against high-altitude targets. Fifteen new opti· 
cal tracking facilities are being deployed that may have a 
capability to detect and track the ever-increasing num
ber of high-altitude satellites. Also, a new generation of 
laser tr;tckers is being deployed, but these are probably. 
designed to work with cooperative Soviet satellites 

Orbital Interceptor 

30. The Soviet nonnuclear orbital interceptor has 
been operational since the early 1970s: Since 1968, 15 
tests of the orbital interceptor have been conducted and 
nine were successful, the last success having occurred in 
March 1981. The most recent test in June 1982 was the 
first failure of the operational interceptor since 1977. 
During the period 1976-81, five tests of a developmental 
version of an ASA T interceptor were conducted incorpa
rating a probable passive electro-optical sensor; all five 
were failures. We do not e~pect significant improve
ments in the reliability of either the operational or 
developmental ASA T orbital interc~:ptod. 

31. The Soviet ASAT system includes ground-based 
target tracking radars to establish a projected intercept 
ooint, two launchpads at the Tyuratam Missile Test 
Range, and a ground control facility near Moscow. 
These ground facilities are not hardened against nudear 
strikes, suggesting that the system would most likely be 
used before a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. 

32. The ASA T orbital interceptor uses an on board 
radar sensor during the terminal partion of the engage-

mente J 

c ;a . . (See figure IV -2.) 
Both one- and two-revolution in ercepts have been 
successfully demonstrated. The two-revolution inter
cept profile requires about 195 minutes to complete 
the engagement L 

. :JThe time 
reQuired for an engagement using the one-revolution 
profile is about 95 minutes [_ 

· "':JThe 
one-revolution profile reduces the amount of time 
available for the enemy to deduce that an attack is 
under way and to employ evasive maneuvers or other 
countermeasures to prevent satellite destruction. Be
cause the Soviet interceptor itself is destroyed when 
the warhead is exploded to destroy the target, a 
separate inteceptor must be launched for each target 
satellite. Also, if the interceptor is unsuccessful in 
encountering the target.' it cannot conduct a second 
attempt or pursue an alternative target. 

33. We do not know the readiness state of ASAT 
orbital interceptors at Tyuratam. If orbital interceP
tors are brought up to a high level of readiness, an 
orbital interceptor probably could be moved from the 
support areas at Tyuratam to the pad in one hour and 
launched within another one to two hours. We believe 
three to five orbital ASA T interceptors could be 
launched from each of two pads at Tyuratam during 
the first 24 hours of ASAT operations. The ability to 
successfully employ these weapons is a function of 
target accessibility, launchpad refurbishment require
ments, and competing requirements for EORSA T / 
RORSA T launch and other factors. It would also be a 
function of Tyuratam's survivability. The minimum 
time between launches from the same pad may bo as 
little as four houu. 

34. The orbital inter~ptor system presents a signifi· 
cant threat to[ jUS intelligence and military 
support satellites in near Earth orbits. Although it has 
demonstrated satellite intercepts at altitudes up to 
1,600 kilometers, its ma~imum altitude capability is 
considmbly high". (See figu•e IV-3.)[ J 
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Table IY·6 
Current and Future Soriet Systems Wi!lt 
Potenti:d Antisatcllitc Capubilitics 

Systems 

Nonnucle:H orbital interceptor 

Current system 

Ocvelopmenu.l system {modifie:llion 
or current system) 

Hich·encrn Iuers ~ 

Ground-bas~ 

Space-based 

Direct-ascent ADM interceptors wilh 
nucle:1r warhe:1d 

ICDMs 

Space launch vehicles 

Elc:.etronic intcrrcrence 

Radio(rc:qucncy weapons {includint: 
clc.ct romacnetic pulse) 

Particle beams 

L 
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c 
J We believe low-orbiting intelli

gence and navigation satellites are high-priority targets 
for the orbital interceptor. Geosynchronous satellites 
are too high, and satellites in highly elliptical semi
synchronous oruits pass through the interceptor's en
gagement altitudes at velocities that are lob high for 
the interceptor to engage successfully.[ 

:1 
35. We believe that a new version of an ASAT 

orbital interceptor will not be developed to attack 

satellites in semisynchronous or geosynchronous orbit. 
Even though such a requirement has existed for a long 
time, we have no evidence of a progr:tm .to develop a 
high-altitude ASA T orbital interceptor. The new sen
sors being tested on the development:tl version of the 
orbital interceptor have a short acquisition range 
{under 30 kilometers) and would be unlikely to be used 
to attack geosynchronous targets. Further, it docs not 
appear that a large launch vehicle with a quick·. 
reaction capability like the SL-lls under development. 
Even if one were, the time to reach geosynchronous 
orbit (six to seven hours) seems excessive for usc o'f a 
coorbital interceptor. Finally, we believe that emerg
ing technologies, specifically directed energy, offer 
better prospects for solving the problem of :~ottacking 
high-altitude targets. 
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Direct-Ascent ABM-Type Interceptor 

36. We believe the orobability is low that the USSR 
will exoend Galosh ABM interceotors in an ASAT 
mission. However, certain tests of the Galosh · ADM 
suggest that this role may have been considered. The 
first of four tests occurred in 1970 and the most recent 
occurred in July 1978. All of these tests reached rinal, 
free-flight altitudes of about 900 kmC 

]satellites at altitudes up 

;!EPIIOC\ICED 4T TI'E IIAIIOHAI. ARQ<MS 

to about 1,00<) km could be attacked by a nuclear
armed Galosh. How~ver, the use of a Galosh interceo
tor with a nuclear warhead would orobably result in 
seriow disruptions to Soviet satellites. If the Galosh 
were fitted with a nonnuclear warhe:ad for the ASA T 
mission, gre:ater accuracy would be required for a 
closer approach :and the m:uimum attack altitude 
would be reduced t.o about 500 km, unless :1 homing 
system were developed. 

Space Launch Vehicles and ICBMs 

37. Soviet soacc boosters with nuclear warheads 
could be modified to perform :t direct-ascent ASA T 

IV- 11 
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intercept. However, we have no evidence of a Soviet I 
program to develop such C2Dahilities :.nd believe the J 
likelihood of such developments is low. Two soace 
boosters, the SL-6 and the SL-12 could be modified for 
direct-ascent, high-altitude ASAT attack, but relative- L 
ly low launch rates make them unlikely candidates. _j 

38. We believe ICBMs arc unlikely to be used in an 
ASAT role, although ICBMs are available in larger 
numbers and can reach higher altitudes than ABMs. 
Also, ICBMs are protected by hardened silos and 
control facilities. We believe the Soviets arc unlikely to 
risk collateral damage to their own satellites by using 
ICBMs with nucle2r warheads, and they would be 
wary of the risks and uncertainties about US resDOnses 
if a conflict were otherwise still at the conventional 
force level. We do note, however, the Soviets' DOtential 
advantage in reconstituting their soace systems if their 
launchpads remain intact. 

39. Current' ICBMs probably would require some 
modifications and a short period of testing to be ASA T 
capable. The SS-18 is the most capable ICBM, but, 
with its standard oayload of about 6,000 kg, could only 
achieve a maximum altitude of about 9,000 km in a 
direct-ascent flight profile. If" the total payload were 
reduced to as little as 100 DOunds, its maximum 
altitude could be 18,000 km-still well short of geo
synchronous satellites. To achieve geosynchronous alti
tud.es, a third stage similar to the ,type used on the SL-
14 would be reQuired. [n this configuration, it could 
deliver a payload of uo to 1,800 kg to geosynchronous 
orbit. l3ut such modifications wo'uld reQuire flight
testing, and we would expect to observe testing of a 
new upper stage. We have seen no evidence of such 3 

development or testing program and believe the likeli
hood of such a development. is low. Furthermore, an 
SS-18 modified in this way wo~ld not fit into existing 
silos and there are currently no other launchpads 
configured to handle the SS-18. 

40. Any usc of nuclear warheads i~ space eventu
ally would result in widespread collateral damage to 
all satellites, including those of the USSR. [n addition 
to the prompt damage to any satellite within range of 
the detonation, there is long-term ocrsistant damage 
from high-energy electrons created by the blast. These 
electrons are trapt)ed in the E:lrth 's magnetic field and 
are disocrsed into shells th:~t encompass the Earth. 

Electronic Worfon: 

4l.c 

believe the Soviets intend to use active EW to -;}a:~ 
both selected satellites directly and the ground-based 
users of spllcc systems. We consider EW to be the most 
likely type of initial Soviet ASAT activity. Such a 
capability potentially poses the most serious threat to 
US sp:1.ce systems. Against high-altitude satellites, this 
currently may be the only ASAT c:spabilitv. We 
believe that the USSR now h:~s the technological 
caoability using active EW to attempt to interfere 
with foreign space systems. Compared with other 
ASAT techniQues, an active ASAT EW program would 
have relatively low cost and low risk of escalating a 
conflict. Further, such a role is consistent with ambi
tious EW programs existing throughout the Soviet 
military forces. However, we have no evidence of 
Soviet equipment or organizations with an ASA T EW 
mission. 

42. An alternative view is th:1t there is insufficient 
evidence at this time to supi)Ort the judgment of Soviet 
intent to use active EW against s:~tellites.C 

Moreover, the holder o£ this view concludes that, i~ 
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Soviet active EW C3pability against satellitc.s doc.s ~ 
exist, brute force jamming would be the most likely 
EW techniQue. On the basis of available evidence, it is 
difficult to judge with any confidence that a Soviet 
tcchnologiC3l C3oability would incl~dc more complex 
forms of jamming.' 

43.c 

· \While testing directly 
against US soacc systems wo~ give the Soviets some 
increased confidence in the effectiveness of their 
ASA T EW C3Pabilities, such testing would provide 
ooportunities to develoo more effective US counter
measures. There is a moderate probability that in 
peacetime -the USSR will attempt occasiol')al covert 
technical probes of some US space systems in an 
attempt to determine wcaknc.sses. 

44. Active EW could involve either denial jamming 
or deception to prevent satellite systems from carrying 
out their missions. Intentional interference may in
volve command and control links, communications 
links, or mission sensors. C 

~ 

.. L 
'] 47.[ 

• The /wider of thu view u the Director. Nt1tlonal StcurHv 

L 
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J 
]we sec no 

evidence of Soviet efforts to develop a spaceborne 
jammer <1nd believe there is only a low likelihood of 
such a capability being tested by the year 2000. 
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48. Potential Soviet active EW platforms include 
many fixed, transportable, and mobile transmitters. 
The fixed ground sites have the advantage of high
power transmission and accurate pointing and tracking 
capabilities, whereas mobile platforms, such as tactical 
EW equipment. space support ships, and aircrah arc 
more widely deployable, but generally radiate less 
power and have less accurate pointing capabilities. 

49. Fixed ground sites and large ships offer the 
most severe jamming threat because of their large, 
steerable antennas (generally 12 or 25 meters in 
diameter, but up to at least 50 meters for some 
ground-based sites), extensive on-site processing, and 
cooling capabilities necessary for high-power transmit· 
ters. These sites and ships would be capable of accu
rate tracking of target satellites and, assuming a 
configuration for jamming, could project high-power 
levels. 

50. About 13 to 15 Soviet ground sites in the Soviet 
Union and one in Cuba have been associated with a 
SICINT collection mission against foreign communica· 
lions satellites.C 

51. There are many other sites in the Soviet Union, 
including about 60 antennas associated with the Mol
niya communications satellite network, that could be 
used for SIGINT collection or active electronic war· 
fare activities. In addition, Soviet missile range instru· 
mentation shir:>s, sr:>ace event support ships, space 
operation control ships, and intelligence collection 
ships operated by the cnu also could be used to 
c~nduct active EW against US space systems. Finally, 
there arc some land-based mobile or transportable 
systems that could be adapted for jamming uplinks. 
Transportable communication satellite terminals and 
mobile military terminals have been used in Cuba, 
Africa, and Asia, as well as in the Warsaw Pact 
countries. 

Rodiofreq~ency Damage 

52. Soviet research has been conducted in the usc of 
strong radio£ reQuency (RF) signals that co;.~)d produce 

physical d:~mage or "burnout'• to the sensitive input 
stages of receivers or internal electronic circuits. The 
effectiveness of any R F ASAT weapon would be 
dependent on the radiated power of the weapon, the 
damage threshold level of the t:uget, and detailed 
technic:tl knowledge of the .tarsct. It is expccted that if 
the Soviets were to deploy an l\F ASAT weapon it 
would be ground-based and in times of conflict would 
be directed against high-priority t;ugets such as those 

. in geosyn~hronous orbit. Such a weapon would reQuire 
a high effective radiated power, and the damage it 
caused would be more permanent than conventional 
electronic warfare techniQues. [3y 1990, there is a 
moderate likelihood the USSR will test a ground-based 
RF ASA T weapon capable of physically damaging 
satellites. We believe it is highly unlikely th:tt a space· 
b:ued RF-damage ASAT weapon will be tested before 
the year 2000. 

53[ \we believe the basic technology .for :m 
RF weapon a~ady is available[ 

J It is noteworthy that Soviet 
scientists pioneered the development of power-tube 
technology, and there is continued interest in high
power electronics that could be applied to RF weap· 
ons. One oroiect was begun in 1973 :1t a Moscow 
institute responsible for developing long-range radars. 
This project included investigation of the feasibility of 
destroying targets in space by ground-based micro· 
wave transmitters. 

losers 

54. Extensive resources have been committed to 
develop high-energy laser ·weapons. More than 100 
academic and industrial organiutions, including sev· 
era! central design bureaw. are involved, and at least a 
dozen laser test facilit ies and ranees have been located. 

55. Ground-Based Lasers. There arc two' test 
facilities at Saryshagan that are assessed to have high· 
energy lasers and associated optical equipment with 
the potential to function as ground-based ASA T we:aP. 
ons. We estimate that one of these facilit ies, Complex 
D. could demonstrate the capability to damage or 
degrade an unprotected satellite overhead, in dear 
weather, to a range of about 500 kilometers. The other 
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facility. termed the n & D Comple:t, probably houses a 
high-energy pulsed laser that may be able to damage 
unprotected satellites at r:~ngcs up to 3,000 kilometers 
and electro-oolic:ll sensors at geosynchronous altitudes. 

56. The configuration of the R & D Complex and ils 
location at Sarysh:~gan suggest a ballistic missile de-

' fense (BMD) or ASA T mission. An exclusive ASA T 
mission m:~kcs it difficult to account for all the 
feJtures of,the R&D Complex. Testing :1t one f:~cility 
of the complex appears to involve either explosively 
driven high-energy lasers or possibly development of 
explosively driven power generators for loser weapons, 
or both. 

57. We believe that the primary purpose of the 
explosively driven ground-b:~sed laser development 
program at the R&D Complex is BMD. ln addition, 
Project "Terra," reportedly the development of :1 bser 
for ABM purposes using an explosively driven iodine 
laser, has been associ:~ted with "the R&D Complex. 
Significant work rel:~ted to Terr:~-type lasers has been 
conducted since the middle-to-late l960s. The Soviet 
goal of 1-megajoule energy for a single pulse would 
probably be sufficient I or initial f casibility tests against 
reentry vehicles (RVs). As of tina, power levels of 100 
kiloioules had reportedly been achieved. 

I l 

L J 
59. Airborne uucn Soviet research on an air· 

borne laser weapon was well under way in the mid-
1970s. Such weaoons could be used to damage satel
lites; however, they would more likely be used for 
other purposes, including protecting their own air
borne command and control systems and defending 
against cruise missiles. Airborne laser weapons are not 
as adversely aHccted by clouds and the atmosphere as 

are ground-based systems. However, airborne lasers 
suffer from aircraft vibrations and :1tmospheric turbu
lence, which :aHect the prop:~galion of a precisely 
pointed laser be:J.m. These factors, even if successfully 
overcome, and other problems would probably limit 
the capability of eulv airborne lasers lo damage 
satellites to those in orbits below about 1,000 km. 

GO. Spaceborne lAsers. ln addition lo the ground
ba~cd and airborne laser programs, Soviet research 
includes a project to develop laser weapons intended 
for use in space, probably for an /\SAT application 
initially. 1f successfully developed, these laser weapons 
could involve either satellites launched on demand or 
space-based weapons maintained in orbit. This work is 
probably in the first of three distinct st:~gcs that the 
Soviets use in the development of a weapon system. 
During this stage, new concepts are investigated, 
experimental devices for testing the technology arc 
built, and preliminary system designs may be devdl
oped. Whether the Soviets make a commitment to an 
operational system will depend o~ the outcome of 
their research, possibly on their reaction to US efforts 
in space-based laser weapons, and on any arms control 
agreements that they may enter into on the limitations 
of weapons in space. Figure IV-·1 depicts one of many 
concepts for a space-based laser that US contractors 
have developed. 

61. To date, the most detailed information on 
space-based lasers concerns a joint proicct in 1975-77 
involving a Soviet physics institute and a space rc· 
search institute. Open-source publications by individ
uals reported to be in the project are consistent with 
the Droiect's existence and provide a guide to the 
project's organization. We know of a Soviet electric
discharge laser that matches the description of the 
laser reportedly being investigated in the joint project. 

However, the Soviets also have been researching 
chemical ' lasers, and we believe that such a laser 
device is now being developed for space-based apoli· 

cations. 

62. A space-based, high-energy laser we:tpon offers 
options not available with ground· or air-based sys
tems. SDace-based laser weapons might be emDloyed 
for a variety of missions including ASAT, BMD, 
antiaircraft, and ground target engagements. Such an 
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facility, termed the R&D Complex, probably houses a 
high-energy pulsed l:ucr that may be able to damage 
unprotected 1:1tellites at ranges up to :3,000 kilometers 
and electro-optical sensors at geosynchronous :~.ltitudcs. 

SG. The configuration of the R & D Comple,~; and its 
location at Saryshag:~n suggest a ballistic missile de
fense (DMD) or ASAT mission. An exclusive ASA T 
mission makes it diHicult to account for all the 
fc.1turcs of the R&D Comolell:. Testing at one facility 
of the complex appears to involve either explosively 
driven high-energy lasers or possibly development of 
explosively ddven power generators for laser weapons, 
or both. 

57. We believe that the primary purpose of the 
explosively driven ground-based laser development 
program at the R&D Complex is BMD. In addition, 
Project "Terra," reportedly the development of a !3ser 
for ADM purposes using an explosively driven iodine 
laser, has be~n associated with the Il&D Complex. 
Significant work related to Terra-type l:tscrs has been 
conducted since the middle-to-late 19GOs. The Soviet 
goal of 1-mcgajoule energy for a single pulse would 
probably be sufficient for initial feasibility tests against 
reentry vehicles (RVs). As of 1978, power levels of 100 
kilojoules had reportedly been achieved. 

58. In addition to these test lasers described, exist· 
ing Soviet low-powered, ground-based lasers arc po
tentially capable of causing in-band interference wilh 
or damage to satellite components. In and ootical 
surveillance systems are particularly vulnerable be
cause they have large ootical aperture systems that 
collect .and focus energy. Because of this, low-power 
lasers could be suitable against satellites having clec
tro-ootical sensors or could degrade film Quality on 
imaging satellites. Such lasers could also be used 
against high-altitude satellites 

59. Airborne La.ser.s. Soviet research on an nir
borne laser weapon was well under way in the rnid-
1970s. Such weapons could be used to damace 1:1tcl
lites; however, they would more likely be used for 
other purposes, including protecting their own air
borne command and control systems and dcfcndins 
against cruise missiles. Airborne laser weapons are not 
as adversely affected by clouds and the atmosphere as 

arc ground-based systems. However, airborne l:ucrs 
suffer from aircraft vibrations and atmospheric turbu
lence, which .affect the prop:~g.ation of a precisely 
pointed laser beam. These factors, even if successfully 
overcome, and other problems would prob3hl)• limit 
the caDability of early airborne l:ucrs to d:unage 
satellites to those in orbits below about 1,000 krn. 

60. Svaccborne Lascr.s. In addition to the ground
ba~cd and airborne l:uer orograms, Soviet research 
includes a project to develop laser weapons intended 
for use in space, probably for an ASAT application 
initially. If successfully developed, these laser weapons 
could involve either 1:1tellites launched on demand or ., . 
spacc-ba.sed weapons maintained in orbit. This work is 
probably in the first of three distinct stages that the 
Soviets use in the develol)mcnt of a we:apon system. 
During this stage, new concepts are investicatcd, 
experimental devices for testing the technology are 
built, and preliminary system designs may be devdl
oped. Whether the Soviets make a commitment to an 
operational system will depend on . the outcome of 
their research, possibly on their reaction to US efforts 
in soace·bascd la.ser weapons, and on any arms control 
agreements that they may enter into on the limitations 
of weapons in space. Figure IV-4 depicts one of many 
concepts for a space-based laser that US contractors 
have devcloocd. 

61. To date, the most detailed information on 
space-based lasers concerns a joint project in 1975-77 
involving a Soviet physics institute and a space rc~ 

search institute. Open-source publications by individ
uals reported to be in the project arc consistent with 
the project's existence and provide a guide to the 
project's organization. We know of a Soviet electric· 
d isch~rgc laser that matches the description of the 
laser reported! y being invcstisated in the joint project. 
However, the Soviets also have been researching 
chemical lasers, and we believe that such a l.a.scr 
device is now being developed for spacc-b:ISed apoli· 
cations. 

G2.. A space-based, high-energy laser weapon offers 
options not available with ground- or air-based sys
tems Soacc-based laser weapons might be emplo\•ed 
for a variety of m1~sions including ASAT. BMD. 
:lllliaircr1h , and ground target Clltia!;cmcnts. Such :~n 
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ASA T system would ha vc significant advantages over 
the conventional orbital ASA T interceptor in that it 
would have multishot and long-range capabilities (for 
example, 1,000 to 2,000 kilometers between weapon 
and target). It wo1 ld also be likely to have a greater 
capacity to overcome a satellite's defensive measures, 
such as maneuvering and decoy deployment. We 
expect to see laser weapon components tested on 
manned spacecraft; however, unmanned satellites 
seem better suited as platforms for operational direct· 
ed·energy weapons. 

63. We believe there is a high probability that a 
prototype high-energy laser ASA T weapon will be 
tested in low orbit by the early 1990s. The psychologi
cal effect of the first test of a space-based laser in a 
weapon-related mode would be greater th:~n the actual 
military significance of such a wc.lt>On in its initial 
application. Development of a space-based laser for 

antisatellite application is technologically difficult, 
and we are uncertain a.s to the aoproach the Soviets 
would take: 

-One candidate for a prolotyoc[ 
. "]would be a megawatt-

class laser. Such a orototype probably could 
begin testing in the late 1980s at the earliest, but 
more likely in the early 1990s. If testing were 
successful, an initial operational system in low 
orbit-a few satellites, each having a megawatt
class laser weapon with an ASAT range of hun· 
dreds of kilometers-could be available by the 
early 1990s (if tested in the late 1980s), but such 
an operational system waul~ be more likely to 
appear in the mid·l990s. The Soviets could elect 
to pursue a higher pow~r 5-megawatt-class .SYS· 

tem {with an eng_agement range out to 1,000 
kilometers) employing more precise pointing and 
tracking. Test l:11.mch and operational dates, how· 
ever, would come several years later than for a 
system of the !-megawatt class. 

-A candidate for a .space-based prototype,[ 
J is a lower power 

laser (hundreds of kilowatts) in an unmanned, 
low-orbit satellite, with an ASA T range of tens of 
kilometers. This concept represents :m easier 
technological path for testing a orototype laser 
weapon in space. We believe, if the Soviets are 
pursuing such a program, a orototype could be 
tested somewhat earlier than a megawatt-class 
prototv~. and, if early tests proved successful, 
possibly reach an operational caoability by the 
early 1990s. An operational system with such a 
short-range capability, however, would have se· 
vere operational limitations. 

64. There is a moderate-to-high likelihood that the 
develooment of low-orbit, space-based lasers couol~d 
with a heavy-lift launch eaoability will result in testing 
of such weapons in geosynchronous orbit by the late 
1990s, although we ascribe a low probability to opera· 
tiona! deployment by the year 2000. There is an 
alternative view that holds that while deployment of a 
geosynchronous space-based laser would probably take 
place after deployment of a low-altitude system, there 
is a moderate chance of deployment of a gcosynchro· 
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now space-based laser by the mid-1990s.11 Although 
space-b:lSed lasers wilt probably be restricted to the 
ASA T mission for the remainder of this century, 
technological breakthroughs conceivably could lead to 
capabilities to destroy ballistic missiles, aircraft, cruise 
missiles, and ground tugets from sp:scc in the . late 
1990s or beyond. 

65. Although space-based weapons for ballistic mis
sile defense arc probably feasible from a technical 
standpoint, such weapons require signiFicant techno· 
logical advances in large-aperture mirrors and in 
pointing and tracking accuracies. They would also 
require' very large space boosters having perhaps 10 
times the capacity of those now in usc. We expect the 
Soviets to have such boosters in the late 1980s. In view 
of the technological requirements, we do not exoect 
them to have a prototype space-based laser DMD 
system until at least the mid·1990s or an oocutional 
system until after the year 2000. 

66. A Soviet .space-based laser BMD weapon sys
tem based on these technologies would require many 
laser weapon satellites to be a significant threat to US 
ballistic missiles. The number of satellites required 
would depend on numerous factors. On the basis of 
our estimates of expected Soviet technology levels, 
with one laser per satellite almost 400 satellites 
oocrating at about a 400-km altitude would be 
reQuired for continuous coverage of all possible US 
ICBM and SLDM missiles in the boost phase, before 
their RVs arc dispersed. Once the RVs have been 
dispersed, the space-based laser defense task becomes 
much more difficult. If major Soviet technological 
advances in power and pointing/tracking accuracy 
were achieved-not exoected until after the year 
2.000-thc number of satellite weapons needed would 
decrease to about 100 because the system could 
operate at higher altitudes, increasing the coverage of 
a single weapon. Given the short ocriod during which 
ballistic missiles are vulnerable to laser radiation, 
each laser would be able to negate only a few 
missiles. Moreover, these estimates do not include the 
effects of potential countermeasures that the United 
States could employ against low-orbiting weapon 
systems. Finally, each satellite would have to be an 

11 Tlu: holdcrJ of thts CJiew arc the Director. Dt./t.nJt /ntdligcnce 
llgencv. and tJu: Autstanl Chtcf of Staff, Inre//lgenec, Oef)lfrlnu:nl 

of the Air Force. 

autonomous, extremely sophistiated system posing 
tremendous logistic, reliability, command and control 
communications, and cost problems for the Soviets. 

Space-Based Particle Beam Weapons 

67. The Soviets are expending signific:mt resources 
on technologies of critical importance to the develop
ment of particle beam weapons (PDWs). We have little 
evidence, however, of Soviet achievement in this area. 
?oviet efforts in PBW-related technology may have 
reached a level suitable for conducting experimental 
research on the feasibility of weapon applications. 

68. Space-based PBWs would not be subject to 
atmospheric propagation effects, which repr~cnt a 
fundamental feasibility issue for ground-baSed POWs. 
It is more difficult to harden satellites against the 
effects of a particle beam than those of a high-energy 
bser. On the other hand, POW beams, unlike laser 
beams, will not. propagate into the atmosphere and 
thus cannot reach some lower altitude ballistic missiles. 
The power supplies and size of e;~~;perimental POW 
systems suggest that it wilt be difficult to develoo an 
operationally practical space-based POW. A PDW will 
be more difficult to achieve than a laser weapon. 

69. Since the early 1970s the Soviets have had a 
research program to explore the technical feasibility of 
a neutral particle beam weapon in space, an approach 
currently under investigation in the United States. In 
this effort, the Soviets have developed technically 
advanced components but have not assembled them 
into a complete test system. These weapons would be 
Quite different from the ground-based PDWs; the 
particle energy and current requirements would be 
much lower and the systems requirements would be 
far less stressing. However, the technical reQuirements 
for such a system, including 'precise pointing and 
tracking, arc severe, and it is unlikely that the Soviets 
could lest a prototype space-based particle beam 
weapon to destroy hard targets like missile RVs before 
the end of the century and no earlier than 1995 for an 
ASA T weapon. An alternative view holds that a space
based PDW system, intended to disrupt electronics 
systems and requiring significantly less oower than a 
destructive POW, could be developed and deployed 
sever:1l ye3rs carlier.11 

" The holder of this u!cw Is 1/u: Director. Dc/cnJt lntel/lccnec 
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Ground Site Attack 

70. In addition to attacking or interfering directly 
with satellites, the ground stations supporting the 
satellites could be attacked, thereby disabling or dis· 
rupting the operation of our space systems. This could 
be done covertly by agents-possibly without attribu· 
lion. In addition, direct att:~.cks by Soviet milit:ary 
forces arc a possibility, although there is no evidence 
of such missions. The approaches taken could range 
from covert jamming of signals and cutting of electri· 
cal power lo physical destruction of the facility. Such 
activities would be more likely to occur at US sites in 
foreign countries. 

Other Spoce·Bosed Weapons 

11. In addition to the space warfare systems already 
discussed, there are several other potential weapons 
systems that deserve continued close attention by the 
Intelligence Comm'unity. These systems are space 
mines. space-delivered ground-impact, weapons, and 
soace·to-space offensive missiles. The use of space 
mines has caused concern for years because they could 
be applied in time of war with little or no warning. 
However, the likelihood of the Soviets being able to 
covertly deploy and operationally maintain a space 
mine in orbit is low at this time, and we believe the 
likelihood of the Soviets' testing such a capability by 
the year 2000 is very low. Satellites could also be used 
for the delivery of ground-impact weapons from 
altitudes of tens of thousands of kilometers. Prior to 
reentry, the descending vehicles would deploy clusters 
of small inert reentry vehicles to kill filed targets by 
hitting them at velocities up to 8,000 meters per 
second. We believe the likelihood of such a develop· 
ment is low. The usc of space-launched offensive 
missiles against other space vehicles would be similar 
to an orbital interceptor stored in space. Such a system 
would be difficult to maintain at operational readiness 
for long periods of time and would have a very limited 
number of targets it could attack at any time. We thus 
believe the likelihood of such a develoDment i~ low. 

likelihood of Interference With US Space 
Systems 

72. There is no direct evidence to indicate the 
circumstances under which the Soviets would initiate 

interference with US space systcnu during crisis and 
conflict situations. However, the Soviets appear to be 

cegrating ASAT operations with military operations. 

73. The Soviets Dresumably would base a decision 
to employ destructive or nondestructive interference 
against US SDace systems on a variety of factors 
including their perception of the military v:~.luc of the 
variow US sYslenu, US ASAT· and EW capabilities, 
their own perceived antisatellite C:l.pabilities, and ulti
mately their view of the potential net military advan· 
t:ages. Esoccially in the context of a war in Europe, 
Soviet leaders may perceive that US military c:1pabili· 
nes depend on space systems to a greater degree than 
those of the USSR. In :addition, the chances of conflict 
escalation, the impact of such a decision on other 
countries, and likely US responses also would be 
considered. We do not believe that any ASAT activi· 
tics would be undertaken merely for warning or 
demonstration purposes. 

74. Given these considerations, we believe that 
there is a very low likelihood that the Soviets would 
initiate destructive or nondestructive interference 
against US SDace systems in limes of tension of an 
exclusively political nature, as well as in cases of 
limited, local conflict not involving the two oowers 
directly. · 

75. During a maior crisis involving the two super
powers, in which the tension was high, the likelihood 
of attempted destructive interference would remain 
very low, but the likelihood of attempted nondestruc
tive interference would be low to moderate, as the 
Soviets could perceive nondestructive interference as a 
somewhat less risky oDtion. 

76. Should either superDower introduce combat 
forces into a local conflict in which the other was not 
involved, we believe that the likelihood of attempted 
destructive interference by the Soviets would continue 
to be very low. Should both US and Soviet forces 
intervene in a local conflict, with both sides playing 
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limited or specialized roles, such a.s air defense, and 
having limited objectives, the likelihood of :~ttempted 
destructive interference would rise m:~rgin:~llv, but 
still remain low. 

77. In the event of imminent or aclu:~l brgc·sc<llc, 
direct engagement of US and Soviet forces in a loc:~l 
conflict located outside Europe, we believe there 
would be :1 high likelihood of attempted Soviet inter· 
fercnce with US space systems. The Soviets would 
have strong, immediate incentives to enh:mce the 
operational effectiveness of their forces by degrading 
US reconnaissance and command and control capabili· 
ties in the theater of conflict. Should the Soviets decide 
to interfere with such us space systems, we believe 
that in most cases active EW and low-energy lasers 
would be wed initially becawe their effects are not 
necessarily permanent and their use is not as easy to 
detect. Active EW and low-energy lasers would proba· 
bly be the only means used at lower levels of conflict. 
Interferer.ce with US space systems at this point would 
probably not be viewed as adding appreciably to the 
risk of widening the conflict (to Europe, for ex:~mple), 
whereas interference and potential degradatioh or 
some US sp:~ce system capabilities at this point could 
markedly enhance the Soviet ability to succeed as well 
as to seize operation:~! initiatives in the event of 3 

wider war. Although initially the Soviets would be 
concerned not to provoke unwanted US esc:~lation or 
add to the strength of US counteractions in the longer 
run, these concerns would tend to lessen if they 
interfered with the pursuit of their politic:~l-military 
objectives. 

78. We believe there is a high likelihood th:~t, 
during a NATO-Warsaw P3ct convention3l conflict, 
the Soviets would attempt to interfere with selected 
US space systems that provide important wartime 

support, using both destructive and nondestructive 
means. In such a conflict Soviet leaders may perceive 
an operational :~dv:~ntage if both· sides experience 
significant satellite losses because of greater US 
dependence on space systems. ln addition, Soviet 
satellites can be more Quicldy replaced if space bunch 
facilities remain intact. The decision to launch ASAT 
interceptors against such systems during the early part 
of a conventional phase of such a conflict would be 
affected by Soviet uncertainties with regard to US 
responses, including the likelihood or attacks against 
existing Soviet space launch sites. 

79. During a period of conventional combat, the 
Soviets would probably avoid interfering with space 
systems that provide warning of ballistic missile launch 
or specifically support US strategic nuclear forces, 
unless the use of strategic nuclear weapons appeared 
imminent. The Soviets might attempt subtle, nonde
structive interference with such satellites during a 
conventional conflict, in an attempt to erode US 
confidence in these systems, although in doing so the 
Soviets would run some risk of provoking a disadv:~n· 
tageow US reaction. This type of interference, if 
detected, might be difficult to attribute initially to 
delibcr01te Soviet actions. We cannot judge the likeli· 
hood or this occurrence bccawe we cannot evaluate 
how the Soviets would perceive the risk that this 
would trigger undesirable US responses. 

80. If a general war were under way in which the 
massive use of nuclear weapons appeared imminent, 
the likelihood of attempted Interference with all US 
space systems is very high, using all available means. 
The fact that Soviet ASA T control and launch facilities 
are not hardened against nuclear attack probably 

·indicates the Soviets plan to launch orbital ASA Ts 
prior to :~nd at the onset of their initial nuclear stri~es. 
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CHAPTER V 

· SOVIET MANNED SP~CE ACTIVITIES 

Current end Oevelopmenlol Projects 

l. The size, scope, and integrated nature of Soviet 
manned soacc activities is impressive. We believe that 
within 10 years the Soviets will have established a 
permanent manned presence in space with substantial 
political, technological, and oossibly economic bene· 
£its. The comprehensive Soviet orocram will probably 
consist of several interrelated components including: 

-A ·modular soace station for a crew of six to 12 
persons. 

-A reusab!e space transport similar to the US 
space shuttle. 

- A heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV) in the 
Saturn-V class. 

- A reusable space tug. 

- A military space plane. 

-A medium-lift launch vehicle in the Titan-Ill 
class. 

Inherent in these projects is a design philosophy that 
emphasizes flexibility. For example, the HLLV will 
serve as the launch system for the Soviet reusable 
space transport, and parts of the medium-lift launch 
vehicle may serve as components of the HLLV. 

2. To a large extent, the Soviet manned space 
program reflects US concepts and designs, strongly 
suggesting the illegal transfer of US technology. For 
example, prototypes of the Soviet space plane closely 
resemble US lifting-body rcse:trch vehicles flown in 
the l:tte 1960s. Even more apparent is the Soviet 
rewable space transport that appears nearly identical 
to the US space shuttle. Furthermore, the engines that 
will propel the Soviet HLLV arc probably copies of 
the liquid hydrogen rocket engines on the US shuttle 
By capitalizing on US dcsicns and technology, the 

USSR h:ts developed a comorchensive, well-coordinat
ed, and flexible space orocram that emohasizes the 
utilization of man in space. 

3. Soviet cosmonauts were the first to perform an 
extra vehiculu activity (EVA) using a rudimentary 
space suit in March I965. Subsequently, Soviet space 
suits were based on the US Apollo space suit, with 
modifications to reduce the preparation time required 
for the cosmonauts (prebrc:1thing) before working in 
space. Current Soviet space suits require only about 25 
minutes of orebrcathing, as comoared with about 
three and a half hours for current US soace suits. We 
believe the Soviets also may adopt the manned maneu
vering unit (MMU) first demonstrated on the US 
Skylab space station in 1973. A Sovicf cosmonaut could 
usc an MMU to retrieve small satellites, inspect and 
repair satellites, :md conduct construction operations. 

5olyul Space Stations 

V·l 

4. Senior Soviet officials and scientists h:1ve repeat
edly stated a national goal of having permanently 
functioning, continuously manned, orbiting space sta
tions. Since 1971, there has been a ncar-continuow 
presence of Soviet space stations in orbit, periodically 
occuoied by Soviet cosmonauts. (Sec figure V -l.) Sal· 
yuts 2, 3, and 5 were primarily military in nature and 
functioned as intelligence collection platforms, al
though the Soviets stated their purpose as "scientific 
research." Salyuts 1 and 4 served primarily scientific 
purposes, and Salyuts 6 and 7 conducted both military 
and scientific e:toeriments. 

5. The Salyut systems have brought the USSn 
worldwide recognition as the leader in manned sp:tce 
flight. Crews aboard Salyut Slogged more m:tn-days-
1,534-than have been logged in the entire US space 
progr:~m. One cosmonaut established a new endurance 
record in 1979 of 175 days in space and then broke his 
own record in I980 with :1 184-day flight. In 1982, the 
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Figure V-1 
Soviet Space Station Systems 
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first crew to visit Salyut 7 stayed for 211 days, 
breaking both preview records. 

6~ Salyut 6 remained in orbit for almost five years 
and was manned for approximately 38 percent of the 
time. Unlike preview space stations, Salyut 6 was 
eq~ipped with a second docking port to accommodate 
a new vehicle, Progress, a nonrecoverable resupply 
spacecraft. This spacecraft was used to replenish all 
consumablcs (oxygen, food, and fuel) and to deliver 
replacement parts and scientific equioment. The capa
bility to resupply consumables was neccssary for the 
long-term missions. In addition, the cosmonauts' abili
ty to do extensive repair work was essential to achiev
ing such long-duration missions. 

7[ ]military-related experiments have been 
an important part of Soviet manned space flights. 
These experiments have been more numerous and 

complex on 
station.c 
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Cosmos 929-Type Manned SpacecraFt 

8. In 1977 the Soviets conducted the first flight test 
of a new IYDC of spacecraft, the Cosmos 929. The 
missions of this spacecraft arc uncertain. However, we 
believe they may include resupply of soacc stations, 
temporary soace station modules, and indcocndcnt 
military missions such as reconnaissance, weapons 
dcvcloomcnt, and satellite inspection. The Cosmos 929 
soacccraft was never manned[ · 

"]Cosmos 929-
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was approximately 30 percent smaller than the Salyut 
vehicles and had a unique two-segment configuration 
consisting of a large m:meuverable segment {12.,500 
kilograms) and a smaller but very heavy recoverable, 
highly dense segment (6,500 kg). The latter segment 
w:u separated from the main body after 30 days in . 
orbit and wa.s successfully recovered in the S~viet 
Union. The main body continued in orbit another 170 
days performing numerous orbital maneuvers. We 
believe the purpose for the dense, recoverable segment 
is to serve a.s an emergency recovery system (or 
cosmonauts and to protect them from solar radiation. 
In addition, we believe cosmonauts could be launched · 
in a spacecraft similar to the ·Cosmos 929 with the 
recoverable segment serving as a !:lUnch-abort system. 

9. In Aoril 1981 the Soviets conducted the second 
test of a Cosmos 92.9-tyoc vehicle. This vehicle
Cosmos 12.67-also dcorbited its recoverible segment 
after 30 days in orbit. In June 1981 Cosmos _1267 was 
maneuvered and docked with Salyut 6. Both vehicles 
remained unmanned, and in July 1982. they were 
intentionally dcorbited over the Pacific Ocean. Soviet 
comments regarding Cosmos 1267 indiClte that the 
purpose of the joint flight with Salyut 6 was to conduct 
engineering tests of two large vehicles docked togeth
er-a clear step toward building a modular station. In 
March 1983 another Cosmos 92.9-type vehicle (Cosmos 
1443), was launched and docked with Salvut 7. 

10. Soviet statements suggest that versions of .the 
Cosmos 92.9-type vehicle under development will 
have. different missions, including serving as replace
able units for a modular SDace station and as a new 
class of cargo/resUDDIY vehicle. The Soviets have often 
discussed the necessity of having a Clrgo/resuDoly 
vehicle that could return soace-Droces.sed or space· 
manufactured materials to Earth. This Droccdure is 
unlike that of Progress, which is destroyed after it 
resuDplies Salyut. There arc many fa.ctors that lead us 
to conclude that there may be other PUI'DOSCS for the 
Cosmos 929-typc vehicle. These factors include the 
following: 

-Secrecy. Prior to the flight of Cosmos (443, 
knowledge of the Cosmos 929-type vehicle was 
apparently rest~icted among Soviet So:lCc ofri· 
cials. Further, at international conferences most 

V-4 

Soviets refuse to discuss the DUrDOse of this type 
o( vehicle, but some have referred to it as a 
"modular soacc:eraft" and a " multipurpose 
spacecraft.·· 

-Military Association. [ 

J 
-Spacecraft Capabilities. The Cosmos 929-type 

vehicles have demonstrated some unusual capa
bilities: 

1- I 
L _j 

• A large solar-powered electrical system capable 
of suoolving about 3.5 ldlowatts (kw) from two 
fixed Danels. 

• A DroDulsion system capable of performing a 
large number o£ orbital maneuvers. 

11. Considering the above characteristics and other 
factors, we postulate several other military uses for 
Cosmos 929-type spacecraft in addition to resupply: 

- Oceao Surveillance Platform. The station could 
be used as a platform for conducting visual and 
ohotograDhic reconnaissance of ports and naval 
units at sea. The crew cout.:l relay information to 
the General Staff or directly to naval command
ers. [ 

J 
- Near·Reai·Timc Electro-Optical Imaging Sys

lcm.C 
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C ~In such :a case, cosmo· 
nauts may not continuously man the vehicle, but 
visit DCriodic:ally to conduct sctuo, mainten:1nce, 
and repair operations. The heavy recoverable 
segment could be used to recover a considerable 
number of the electronic subsystems for reuse on 
another mission. 

-Space \Vc:apons Component Rcscuch and De· 

vclopment. A soace·bascd laser is under devclop

mentC 

J Weapons components and orot~tyoe 
subsvstems could undergo tcs~ing on a Cosmos 
929-typc vehicle either in :1 m:mncd or un· 
manned configuration. 

-Satellite Inspection/Imaging System. A Soviet 
capability to image or inspect another satellite 
has not yet been demonstrated. Dut the growing 
technologic:al capability to conce:d satellites or 
disguise their true mission may encourage the 
development of such a capability. 

12. Although these missions seem reasonable in 
view of current information, there may well be other 
possibilities. At this point, we can only conclude that 
the Cosmos 92.9 program is an important military 

system and its development must be monitored dose· 
ly. 

Future Projects . 

13. Soviet leaders perceive that their future 
manned space program will satisfy a number of 
political, milit:try, economic, and scientific goals. The 
Soviet space program generates enthusiasm in the 
socialist countries and projects the Soviet im:1ge of 
world leadership in space. The program is based on 
reusable and common components that offer substan· 
tial flexibility and cost savings. This is consistent with 
Soviet design pr:1ctices that stress innov:~.tion through 
modification, avoiding completch· novel concepts 

whenever possible. 

Modular Space Station 

14. The next major objective in the Soviet manned 
space program is a modular sp:tce station, which will 
be :a transitional clement in the development of :1 

l:1rger space station. A Salyut-type sp:1cc station and 
modules similar to the Cosmos 929-type spacecraft arc 
expected to be assembled into components of a modu
lar space complex bv about 1986. Statements by Soviet 
scientists and cosm<'..n:luts suggest: 

-Construction will start in 1984, with Sa)yut 8 as a 
primary component~ 

- No more th:1n two Salyuts will be attached end to 
end. 

-A "c:actw"-type arrangement may be wed-this 
could imply Cosmos 929 modules attached to 
midsection multiple docking adapters to form 
limbs. (Sec figure V-2.) 

-A crew of six to 12 ocrsons will occupy the 
completed station. 

15. A modular space complex could be wed for a 
variety of missions. For example, one module could 
provide the living area (eating, sleeping, and recrea· 
tion), another module could contain support systems 
(electrical power, :~.ttitude control, and propulsion), 
while still other modules could be dedicated to Earth 
resources and reconnaissance, to m:1terials processing, 
or to exDerimental development of new sensors and 
other hardware for unm:~.nncd military satellites. 
These last-mentioned modules could include provi
sions for testing of components for space-based laser 
wc:~.pons such as pointing and tracking subsystems: 

Y·5 

Ne'"' Resupply Vehicle 

16. The Progress resupply vehicle ~an service in 
January 1978 and is the current spacecraft dedicated 
to resupply of Soviet space stations. The payload 
capability o£ Progress is approximately 2,::100 kg, of 
which approxim:ltely 1,000 kg arc fuel and approxi
mately 1,::100 kg arc for life support, supplies, :1nd 
spare parts, including :~.bout 120 m:1n-days o£ expenda
bles. With the :~dvent of modubr space st:1lions, we 
expect a sccond-gencr:ltion supply vehicle will .be 
developed with a much greater D:lvload c:~.p:\bilitv .. A 
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figure V-1 
Soviet Concept ror Modular Space Station 
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vehicle of the Cosmos 929 tyl)(! is a likely candidate in 
that it ha.s been described as a multipurpose vehicle. 
Soviet so:ace :academician S:agdecv described Cosmos 
929 as a "orototyoc of a second-generation cargo 
ship." As such, we believe it would carry :1 p:ayload of 
about 9,000 kg, almost four limes that of the current 
Progress. In addition, the vehicle would have a recov
erable front end for the return of cosmon:auts or 
c~toc:rimental and ooc:rational data. When the space· 
craft ha.s been emotied of its cargo, it could serve as a 
living/lounge area for cosmonauts on the modulou 
soace station. Soacccraft dc:sign~r Fcoktistov has also 
mentioned the need for something beyond Progress in 
his description of a Cosmos 929-tyoc: soacccraft that 
wa.s docked with Salyut 6 for more than a year. 
Fcoktistov stated that one of the functions of the 
multipuroose spacecraft would be that of a cargo 
c:urier. We believe a version of the Cosmos 929-tyoe 
soacccraft will become the primary Soviet space sta
tion resuoply vehicle within tlte next five years. 

Large Space Station 

17. In the early-to-middle 1990s the Soviets' exoc:ri· 
ence with their modular soace station probably will be 
;ufficient to begin the construction of a large space 
;tation. The comoonents of such a station would be 
nodules, each in the Skylab class, that would be 
aunched by the he:1vy-lift launch vehicle. We expect 
he assembly of such a station to take olace over 
everal years with initial crew sizes ranging from 12. to 
.0 persons. (Some Soviet scientists have discussed the 
evelopment of -a very large space base in the 1990s 
'ith provisions for crews of 20 to 100 oersons.) The 
:usable soace transoort would resupply and transfer 
~ews to the soace station. The wes of such a large 
1aee station would include the maintenance, repair, 
1d control of satellites in orbit; milil:lry R&D, includ
g directed-energy WC:lDOn development; scientific 
1d indwtrial work in a zero-g environment; the 
x:king of fuel and supplies for lunar or planetary 
e>editions; and the reception of internation:~l visitina 
rtics, including Third World cosmonauts. In the 
\ger term, a large manned soace station .would 
rmit the assembly of interplanetary and other spacc
,ft that would be free or the design constr:~ints 
oosed by the requirements of aerodvna7tlic flow. 

------·--- · . .. ... _ • 4 • ·- · -

Space Solor Power Station 

18. 1\ large soacc station could serve as a base from 
which to or&anize the construction of a large solar 
power station in geosynchronous orbit. Modules for 
such a station also could be assembled over m:~ny 
months or re:m in low orbit and gradually moved to 
geosynchronous orbit wins low-thrust electric propul
sion Ul'\its. 

19. 1\ Soviet concept to provide solar power to 
Earth involves a large solar power station, about 1 
kilometer in diameter. This idea may have been based 
on a US concept discussed in the 1970s. Such a station 
would reQuire 10 to 20 payloads wing the heavy-lift 
launch vehicle now under development. A demonstra· 
tion of the oower-station technology could be conduct
ed in space by the mid-1990s, but the chances a~e very 
low that a full-scale system could be operating before 
the next century. 

V-7 

Geosynchronous Space Station 

20. Although the Soviets have never discussed the 
concept of a space station in geosynchronous orbit, we 
believe there is a low-to-moderate possibility that they 
might develop such a station by the mid-1990s. A 
station in geosynchronow orbit offers continuow ac· 
cess to a large area of the Earth's surface. Thw, a 
manned station in geosynchronow orbit could be used 
for surveillance purposes such as early warning or 
reconnaissance or for command and control. At geo· 
synchronow orbit, a station serving such purooses 
would be considerably less vulnerable to atuck than a 
low-altitude station. A geosynchronous station could · 
also be used for soace observations, including inspec· 
lion and negation of other geosyochro1~ow satellites. A 
geosynchronous sl:ltion could be used as a service 
center where communications, data relay, weather, 
and other geosynchronous satellites could be trans
ferred for servicing and repair. Finally, a geosynchro
nous station could serve a.s a platform from which to 
organize and orepare the hardware and personnel for 
a lunar or planetary expedition. 

21. The new hcavy· lift launch vehicle orobably will 
have a capability to out into geosynchronous orbit a 
space station of the Salyut class. Similarly, an upgrad
ed Proton (SL·l2} soace launch vehicle coutd pbcc a 
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transDOrt vehicle of the Soyuz T class in geosynchro
nous orbit. Manned flights to and from geosynchro· 
nous orbit require an upgraded SL·l3 Proton vehicle, 
which we believe the Soviets m~y be developing. 
Soyuz-type capsules have been returned from the 
Moon which is technically equivalent to return from 
geosynchronous orbit. Operations at geosynchronous 
orbit would also reQuire increased protection of cos· 
monauts from the haz.ards of solar radiation. We 
believe sufficient research into shielding has been 
done to provide such protection. 

Space Transportation System 

22.. A major national space project called Buran 
(Snowstorm) is under 'YaY with the goal of devr:loping 
a family of reusable space systems, including a heavy· 
lift launch vehicle, :i. SJ:):lcc shuttle orbiter, and a soaee 
tug.c 

J 
23. The Soviet Soacc Transportation System (STS) is 

a near CODY of the US orbiter. Major ae~ign features of 
the US orbiter· l)robably were adopted in order to 
~inimize risk, cost, and development time. The major 
5iifference between the Soviet and US soa'ce shuttle 
orbiters-the aft fuselage section-is the result of a 
difference in tncir respective launch configurations. 
The US system consists of an orbiter with three main 
rocket engines, an external fuel tank, and two solid
propellant, strap-on booster rockets. In contrast, the 
Soviet shuttle system will consist of an orbiter with 
only small maneuvering engines, a core booster with 
main rocket engines mounted on its base, and two 
strao·on booster rockets that wilt' we liQuid orooel· 
I ants. 

2.4. Development of the Soviet STS prob:ably began 
in the mid· 1970s shortly after the cancellation of their 

SL.,.X-15[ lHLLV program. The SL.,.X-15 was a 
Saturn-V-d:w-&x,ster designed to place a soace sta· 
tion and lander in lunar orbit. Dv 1978. the STS 
orosram wa.s in the final design ohase. Facilities for 
the manufacture, test, transport, and launch and re· 
covcry of the system were all under way by the end of 
that year. Bv C3rlY 1983, at least one orototyoc: shuttle 
had been produced, and aplive flight-testing of the 
vehicle wa.s conducted atop a Dison aircraft. Also, the 
central core of the new HLLV was delivered to the 
launching facility. The new HLLV is exoc:cted to 
begin flicht·testing in 1985 or 1986 and the space 
shuttle in 1986 or 1987. 

25. ComDOnents of the core vehicle for the HLL V 
were first observed in imagery of the Ramens\coye 
Airfield in late 1980, where· they were undergoing 
compatibility te~ts with the modified Bison air trans· 
DOrt system.c 

."J 
2G. In early 1983 these components were shipoc:d 

via air to Tyuratam and assembled to form a 59-meter 
core vehicle. (Sec figure V ~.) In March they were 
observed outsidd the large booster and assembly 
checkout building that will support launch complexes 
I and W. The configuration of this assembled section 
indicates that the LOX tank is positioned above the 
LH, tank and that at least two and probably three 
engines are oo~itioned across the bottom of the core 
vehicle. Pod-like objects oositioned at the bottom of 
the vehicle may be Dart of a recovery system for the 
reusable LH,/LOX engines. Most parts of the STS will 
be recoverable and reusable, according to Soviet 
sources. It is not dear at this time, however, how the 
recovery of the engines will be accomplished. 

27. A prototype of the Soviet space shuttle orbiter 
was first seen in February 1983 at the Ramenskoye 
Flight Test Center atop a modified Dison aircraft. The 
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Soviet space shuttle orbiter prototyoe is nearly identi· 
cal to the US shuttle orbiter in size, configuration, and 
byout details. (Sec figure V-4.) Subsequent imagery 
indic:ltes th:~t captive flight-testing of the mated vehi
cles has taken place. After a l01nding 01ccident in late 
March 1983, the orbiter was removed from the Bison, 
and it w:lS returned to the shuttle assembly bcility in 
Moscow in April1983. This prototype or 01nother early 
production orbiter will probably be outfitted for aero
dynamic drop tests similar to tho~ conducted with the 
US shuttle Enterprise from a Boeing 747 in l977. The 
capabilities of the US and Soviet Space Transportation 
Systems arc compared in figure V-5. 

28. The design for the Soviet reusable sp:~ce system 
presented in figure' v.s has some uniQue fc:1tures. The 
main engines arc on the launch vehicle, which allows 
testing of the launch vehicle SCDarately from the 
orbiter vehicles. This enables the launch vehicle to be 
used for a variety of purposes in addition to launching 
the shuttle orbiter. Also, the launch system can be 
developed into a family of heavy-lift space launchers 
by adding an upper stage (or stages) and additional (or 
different size) strao·ons. We believe th:~t another 
version, with three or four strap-ons and a liQuid 
hydrogen uoc>er stage, could place up to 150,000 kg in 
low Earth orbit. This tYDC of vehicle co~ld be used to 
launch large components of a permanent space base as 
well as exploratory mi!.Sions to the Moon and planets. 

Space Tug 

29. A space lug would provide access to higher 
orbits, such as geostationary or planetary escape, and 
would complement the Soviet space shuttle. One 
mission identified for a soace tug is the gathering of 
sevarately launched space station clements and assem· 
bling them. According to Soviet articles, the use of an 
interorbit.l space tug with a shuttle vehicle would 
greatly expand the shuttle's utility. The shuttle would 
boost space vehicles into a base orbit, and the tug 
would olace them in their final orbit. The combination 
would extend satellite service life; practically climi· 
nate unsuccessful launches; make it possible to build 
refueling, repair, and a space base with orbital launch 
compleJtes. The shipment of goods between the Earth 
and the Moon also would be more practical with this 
combination of launcl• and lransoort vehicles. 

30. The most basic configuration for a space tug 
would be a propulsion pacbge with a manioulator 
arm for catching or pl3cing S:ltellites. Simole missions 
such :u launch to a higher orbit or shuttling between 
two space slalions or between a Moon base a1_1d a soace 
station could be done with a comDietcly automated 
space tug. Repair missions probably would be manned 
bcc:1use a man might be able to repair :1 satellite on 
orbit. This would be less expensive because unmanned 
retrievals would reQuire the tug to make two round 
trips for e:1ch repair job. 

31. It is not clc:1r if the Soviet tug will be launched 
in the shuttle p:1.yload bay or bv a booster like the new 
HLLV or the SL-X-16. The tug, however, will be a 
reusable system and could be maint:iincd in orbit for 
reuse, in which case, on-orbit propellant operations 
would be called for or the tug may be returned to 
Earth in the shuttle bay. We do not 'expect the space 
tug will be operational until the late 1980s or early 
1990s when the entire space shuttle system is expected 
to be operational. 

Milirory Space Plane 

32. In 1962, about the same time scientists in the 
United Slates were considering a space bomber, noted 
Soviet aircraft designer Artem Mikoyan publicly oro-
claimed the need for a kosmoluot (soace olane) so that 
the Soviet Air Force could have an operational capa· 
bility in space. Classified Soviet milit.ary articles also 
have expressed the need for an "orbit.al aircraft" 
capable of inspecting hostile: spacecraft and conduct· 
ing antisatellite operations. These classified writirtiS 
also address other missions, such as targeting of strate· 
gic We:lt>Ons, ooststrike as.se.ssment, rewgeting, and 
even orbital bombardment. 

33. A program to develop a military o;bital alrcraft 
began i.n 1969. The vehicle was to be produced by the 
Mikoyan Design Bureau with assistance from th'c 
Berczniyak Design Burc:1u. The ot)erational vehicle 
reportedly would weigh about 12.,000 to 18,000 kg, 

. carry a one-man crew, be launched by an expendable 
launch vehicle, and be wed for reconnaissance and 
inspection missions. Luge orbital plane chanses would 
be accomplished through :1 combination of aerody
namic and propulsive forces (synergetic). The pr~ram 
3Dparcntly was motivated in part by the US X-2.0 · 
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Figure V-4 
Comparison of US and Soviet Shuttle Or!Jitcrs 
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Figure V-5 
US and Soviet Space Transportation Systems 

So,.iel Reusable Space System US Space Trusport.ation System 
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Oyna Soar program and may actually have employed 
classified Oyna Soar documents in the development 
process. 

34. ln the 197&-78 period we observed a delta-wine 
vehicle incorPOrating 4l lifting-body dc.sign at a flight 
test center in the_ southwestern USSR. On several 
occasions the vehicle was observed under the wing of a 
TU-9S bomber and was orobably dropped in tests 
rePOrtedly conducted in 1977. We believe this vehicle 
was a research vc~ion of a military orbital aircraft · 
designed to test subsonic flight characteristics. 

35.c 
In June 1982[ . . 

the unmanned spacecraft (Cosmos 
137 4) was pia into low Earth orbit, [ · · 

_ "]and was recovered in 
the Indian Occ01n. In March 1983 the one orbit test 
was repeated with Cosmos 1445. (See figure V-6.) We 
believe this vehicle could be a scale model, perhaps 
one-third or one-fourth seale, of the soace plane. 

36. The configuration of the Soviet space olane bears 
a strong similarity to the US Air Force X-23A. (Sec 
figure V-G.)The X-23A oroject followed the X-20 Dvna 
Soar orogram and was designed to assess the perfor
mance of a' lifting body during hypcrsonic reentry, 
including aerodynamic maneuverability, and the integ
rity of structure arid heat orotection systems. 

37. We believe a full-.scale SDace Diane will be 
flight-tested in 1984-85. Candidate launch vehicles arc 
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the SL-13 Proton and the new SL-X-16Iaunch vehicle. 
The first of two new launchpads at Tyuratam Com
plex Y is considered ready for usc. On the b:uis of the 
design features of this pad, we estimate the SL-X-16 
will have the chanctcristics shown in figure V-7 and 
will be cap:1ble of p(acinc about 1S,OOO leg into low 
urth orbit. On the basis of program timing :md. 
estimated payload, we believe the SL-X-16 is tl1e best 
candidate for the space olane launch vehicle. 

38. A small manned space plane h:u several advan
tages over the shuttle orbiter. It would have a shorter 
turnaround time, would be much lower in cost, would 
be more maneuverable, :md could be launched quick
ly. We do not know what the final conf~ration of .the 
space plane will be because at least two versions have 
been devclor;>ed to date. Its mission is likely to. include 
reconnaissance and satellite inspection roles. The re
search orograrn could be designed to determine the 
utility of a space plane to perform a variety of other 
functions, including: ASA T weaPOns platform, orbital 
bombardment, POststrike assessment and targeting, 
and crew transfer. We POStulate the spac;c olane might 
be launched from the ground or be docked to a 
permanently orbiting space station, wing the station as 
home POrt between reconnaissance m~ions. If 
launched from the ground, careful choice of orbital 
parameters would pcnnit such a vehicle to overfly a 
given target twice within about two houn. This would 
be particularly valuable in crisis or wartime situations. 
In whatever role, the flights would be relatively short 
in duration, probably no longer than 24 hours. 
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Figure V-6 
.Comparison of Possible Soviet Space Plane 
Prolotype and US Rcenlry Test Vehic:lc 

Cosmos IHS after paraehucc 
Iandin£ in Indian Ocean, 
March 1913 

Cosmos 1<4<4S on deck of recovery ship Y:lmal 
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Figure V-7 
SL-X-16 Launch Vehicle, Postulated ror the 
Soviet Space Plane 
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CHAPTER vr· 

' . LUNAR AND PlANETARY EXPLORATION 

Table Vl-1 1. There are two tyoes of Soviet lunar and inter
planetary programs: the man~ed exploration J:)rogr:tm 
that is under the direction of the Soviet Air Force and 
Strategic Rocket Forces; and the unmanned programs 
that are directed by the Academy of Sciences. Overall, 
Soviet lunar and planetary activity dropped rather 
sharl:)ly in the mid-1970s. During the past seven ye:trs, 
there have been only four Soviet scientific missions, all 
cxoloring Venus. But this trend of reduced activity 
may be changing. More than a dozen new missions arc 
being contemplated and additional space launch vehi
dC$ will be available a.s Slr12 production incr~. In· 
addition, many new planetary missions will be oossiblf!= 
because of international COODCration, greater launch 
capability by the late 1980s, and the availability of 
new technologies: (See tables VI-1 and Vl-2.) 

Soviet rkep Space Explor:1tion 

2. Soviet exploration of deep sDace provides a scien
tific return but also enhances the Soviets' desired 
image :u a peaceful and technologically advanced 
nation. Hence, one factor in planning Soviet explora
tion programs has been to achieve prominent "sp:tcc 
firsts." For example, they took the first rar-side lunar 
pictures in 1959, the first pictures from the lunar 
surface in 1966, and wed the first lunar surface roving 
vehicle (Lunakhod 1) in 1970. But the successes of the 
United States in manned lunar exDCditions probably 
caused Soviet interest in lunar exploration to decline. 
Both Soviet manned and unmanned lunar exploration 
activities ceased after 1976. Similarly, Soviet Mars 
missions were discontinued after 1973. Re<:ently, how
ever, there has been renewed Soviet interest in lunar 
exDioration, possibly for the purpose of establishing a 
manned lunar base. The hiatus since 1976 also may 
reflect a redirection and redesign in Soviet lunar 
programs. A new series of lunar missions is being 
planned beginning in about 1990 with an unmanned 
launch of a lunar polar orbiter. New planct:uy mis
sions will take olacc within the next year or two. 

Mission 

Lunar 
Lunu pobr orbiter 
Lunar far-side Iauder, 

coil ump\c return 
Lunar ncar-side landc:r 
Manned lunar hue 
P\and.ary 

Venus radar mappinc 
VEGA (Venus and Halley's 

ComctOyby) 
Man orbiter/lander/rpver/ 

soil umple return 
Venus balloon miuion 
Titan mission 
Lone-duration Venus lander 
Jupiter mission 
Additional Man orbilers/ 

landers 
Manned orbi~al Man mission 
=J1,i, &e&lc ~ 6oe111 

Table VI-2 
History of Lunar and 
Planetary Exploration • 

Total 
Lunar 
Venus 
Mercury 
Man 
Outer planets (beyond Man) 

Earliest 
. Elcpcctcd 

Launcb 

1990 
1991 

1992 
Late 1990s 

1983 
1984 

1986 

1988 
1988 
Late 1980s 
1989 
Early 1990s 

l..&te 1990s 

United 
States 
89 
59 (1973) 

8 (1978) 
l (1973) 
9 (1975) 

12 (1977) 

Ul:c:libood 

Hich 
Hith 

Modctate 
Low · 

Hicb 
HiEb 

Hicb 

Modctate 
Modente 
Modente 
Moderate 
Moderate 

Modcnle 

Soviet 
Union 
89 
41 (1976) 
31 (1983) 
0 

16 (1973) 
0 

3. Most of the identified lunar and olanetary mis
sions arc already technologically feasible or soon will 
be. Figure Vl-l summarizes Soviet plans for lunar and 

• Total launches between 1958 and 1983; year or 
bst launch in parentheses. 

=t'hi' t:rble ;, Seei"'t. 
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Figure Vt-1 
Soviet Lunar and Pl:ancl:al'j' Research Program• 

"O.atcl ind icalcd ate for c.a~rlic$1 capc::ctcd bun.,·h. 

6ecrcl 

planetary mtsstons in the 199~s. For ohtnetary mis
sions, the estimated earliest launch dates, on the basis 
of planetary proximity, also reflect windows of oppor
tunity. Should these windows be missed, the missions 
would be delayed a few years until the ne~t launch 
opportunity. In any event, we do not expect the 
freQuency of bunches to increase dramatically a~d 
approach the level of erfort noted in the 1960s when 

' up to 10 lunar and planetary launches were conducted 
per year. That period of high launch rates also ~t·as 
characterized by a high rate of failure. About t''O· 
thirds or the Soviet lunar and planetary missions UP to 
J97G ended in f ailurc; about half or these were launch 

vehicle failures, wliile the other half had so:icccraft 
malrunctions. It was not until the SL-12 space launch 
vehicle w:LS introduced in 1969 that the success rate 
began to improve significanth·. Since that lime, about 
60 percent of the Soviet lunar and pbnetan· missions 
ha\1~ achieved at least partial success, 

·L We . believe an unmanned So\'iC't lun:~r pobr 
orbitC'f will be the first mission in the new series, in 
about 1990. The main purpose of the mission \\'auld be 
to search for subsurface ice :snd other \'Olatiles neu the 
lunar poles. possibly to support the eventual establish
ment of a manned lunar base. The orbiter also could 
tJra\·ide mapping and communicaliom S\JDP<Jrl for a 
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subsequent 'unmanned far-side lunar landing. In any 
event, a polar orbiter would add to the list of Soviet 
soace firsts. 

5. Another mus1on in the lunar series is :an un
manned landing on the far side of the Moon that 
would include rctu~ning a soil s.tmole. This would be 
another so:acc first. Such a mission would also require 
another SOLtellite in lunar orbit at the s.tmc lime to 
relay commi.mic:ations to and from the far side of the 
Moon. This lunar landing most likely would follow the 
polar orbiter mission in the early 1990s. A ne3r-side 
lunar landing also has been discussed by senior Soviet 
soacc officials. If the lunar series is aimed at the 
eventual establishment of a manned lunar b:ue, then 
we would exoect to see additional lunar missions 
involving site surveys and exoloration by lunar rover 
vehicles. 

6. ·In the 1975-78 time frame, Soviet institutes were 
conducting research on lunar transports and engineer
ing equioment for the constructi~n of shelters, roads, 
and tunnels on the Moon. This work was c:ancded in 
1978. However, if this work has been continued 
elsewhere, a lunar base could be csbblished in the late 
1990$. However, we believe this is unlikely. 

7. Two Venw radar mapping missions were 
launched in June 1983. These missions involve one 
spacecraft in a polar orbit and one in an equatorial 
orbit, which will probably mao the Venusian surface. 
We judge that one SDacecraft is c:arrying a synthetic 
at>erturc rad:tr with about a 2- to 5-km resolution. 

a: An unmanned landing on Mars is likely a.s c:~.rly 
as 1986. This mission may be an orbiter/bnder combi
nation, and it may include a rover vehicle or the 
return of a sail samDle. If either of these two events 
were included, the mission would require the new 
heavy-lift space launch vehicle and could not be 
conducted until the late 1980s. A Mars soil samole 
return mission is likely by 1990. We also have infor
mation of an ootical mass soectrometer using a laser 
for analysis of the Martian soil being planned jointly 
with the Bulgarians, Implying oerhaos a less ambitiow 
lander mission. 

9. We believe there is a moder:~te chance :1 Soviet 
manned orbital M:~rs mission will be conducted before 
the end of the century. Such a mission would reQuire 
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fewer resources th:m a lunar base and would bring 
grc.:tter prestige. Evidence of intentions for a manned 
Mars mission is almost entirely from open sources. 
Most of the statements indic:1te that such a mission is 
being considered and could be accomt~lishcd in the 
mid-to-late 1990s. Such a mission would be limited to 
orbital rcconn:~.issancc of Man and return. Soviet 
research in long-term manned spaceflight is the only 
cle3r indication of such a mission. First, we would 
expect to sec Soviet simulation of such a mission in 
Earth orbit. verifying that both oeople and cquiomcnt 
could sust:ain such long flights. Prior to a manned Mars 
mission we would also CXDCCt additional unmanned 
missions. 

10. Another oroicct is part of an intcmational.effort 
involving the USSR, Hungary, and France, with minor 
participation by Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Awtria. an~ West Germany. The oroject, VEGA. 
involves bunching two spacecraft in December 1984 
to encounter ~cnw in June 1985 and HaUey's Comet 
in March 1986. This would be another first and would 
further enhance Soviet prestige, particularly after the 
United States declined to undertake such a mission. 
When the spacecraft encounters Venus, it will separate 
into descent and fly-by sections, with the descent 
section deploying small balloons that will carry 
meteorological eXDCrimcnts sampling the atmosphere 
at an altitude of about 55 km. The descent stage will 
continue on to a landing. In the meantime, the fly-by 
stage wiJl continue on with a gravity assist from Venw 
and will encounter Halley's Comet in Marcb 1986. 
The payload in this section will include a video· 
imaging system with French oDtics and two Hungar-

-ian cameras with Soviet charged-couple device (CCD) 
sensors. Each vidicon will have a 512. x 576 element 
CCD array. At the intended miss distance of 10,000 
km, c.:tch oictUre element of the narrow field camcr:J. 
will cover a 180-meter resolution of the Comet's 
n~clew. Other scientific experiments will measure the 
Comet's ultraviolet. visible, and infrared radiation; the 
makeup of dust Darticlcs; and gases, using o:~.rtide 

detectors, magnetometers, and other devices. 

Yl ·3 

11. Other possible Soviet olanctary missions include 
exploration of Venw with large balloons. The idea of 
using 9-metcr-diamcter balloons with gondolas carry· 
ing various meteorological sensors was originally oart 
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of the Vega project, but was drooDCd and is being 
considered as part of a separate joint Sovict·Frcnch 
Venus mission in the late 1980s. In addition, we have 
noted Soviet interest in conducting a long-duration 
mission involving a landing on Venus. Such a mission 
would reQuire electronics apable of withstanding 
high temperatures for-the two-week period envisioned, 
oossibly in the late 1980s. 

12. Exoloralion of Jupiter is another possibility. 
Soviet exoloration of Jupiter prior to the olanned US 
"Calilco" mission would require several soohistiCJ.tcd 
maneuvers such as "Earth gravity assist" and "aero· 
br:lking"' to .offset current lift and paylo:1d shortcom
ings. However, such maneuvc!'l would double the 
flight time, reQuiring about four yca!'l to reach Jupi-

ter. Such a long flight would incre:ue the chances of 
spacecraft failure Therefore, a more likely scenario 
would involve waiting until the heavy-lih launch 
vehicle is available to provide the necessary lift apaci
ty without the Earth·gravity·:usist maneuver, which 
adds about two yars to the flight. In any event, it will 
be difficult for the USSR to achieve a Jupiter mission 
space "first"' if the US Calilco mission is launched :u 
scheduled in 1986. One additional outer solar system 
mission being co:uidercd is exploration of Titan, a 
satellite of Saturn and the largest satellite in the solar 
system. This mission could be a rly by, an orbiter, a 
lander, or some combination. This mission could be 
launched as c:uly as 1988 and would reQuire the 
heavy-lift launch vehicle. 

Vl -4 
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CHAPTER Vl1 

INTERNATIONAl COMPETITION AND COOPERATION 

1. The USSR may become a serious competitor in 
internationaf telecommunications and commercial 
space launch services. Eventually the competition may 
broaden to include Earth resources data, navigation 
and meteorological support, and materi:als processing. 
and manufacturing in space. This type of competition 
will not only bring increased prestige and respect, but, 
over the longer term, will offer an OPDOrtunity for the 
Soviet Union to gain badly needed hard currency 
earnings. In addition, OPPOrtunities for technology 
transfer will be lmoroved by increasing Soviet involv~ 
ment in cooperative and commercial space ventures. 

2. In the late 1960s and early 1970s the Soviet 
Union established two international sp:ace organiza
tions-Intercosmos and Intersputnik. The initial objec
tives were to involve the Communist nloc nations in 
space research, take advantage of advanced technoi
OCY in the Bloc, foster national pride within the Bloc, 
and build better relationships with lesser developed 
countries. Most of these early objectives have been 
achieved and more ambitious goals may be pursued in 
the mid-to-late 1980s.. 

lntercosmos 

:l. The Council for International Cooperation in 
Space Exoloration (Intercasmos), under the USSR 
Academy of Sciences, w:u established in 1967. Inter
cosmos represents the USSR in international space 
matters without revealing the military control of the 
Soviet space program. The Council coordinates the 
activities of the member countries, which initially 
included the USSR, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, East 
Germany, I\omania, and Czechoslovakia. Each coun
try forms national committees for soace physics, com~ 
munications, meteorology, biolocy, and medicine. In 
recent yc:trs Intcrcosmos h:u expanded to include 
Cuba, Mongolia, and Vietnam. Bilateral cooper:ttivc 
a~trecments also h:tve been negotiated with France, 

Sweden, and India. There have bccnr J 
cooperative projects with France, including at least 
three French-built satellites (Orcoll through Orcol 3), 
manned missions in S:~lyut 7, :tnd the uocoming VEGA 
mission. Sweden also has provided some experimental 
payloads for Inter~smos satellites. 

4. Soviet leadership dominates the Intercosmos orO
gram. A Soviet official always chairs the Council and 
coordinates the activities of the member countries and 
Soviet launch facilities, soacccr:tft, and ground control 
sites. ProDQsals for sp:tcc experiments arc accepted 
from all Intcrcosmo.s member countries, but the Soviet 
Union decides which oroposals are to be implemented 
and the extent of non-Soviet particip:ation. 

5. To date, 30 satellites have been launched in the 
lntcrcosmos program. Between 1969 and 1975, Inter· 
cosmos launched an average of two satellites per year. 
Most of these missions consisted of relatively unsoohis· 
ticated experiments in solar physics, ionosoheric/m:tg· 
netosohcric research, cosmic rays, and space radi:ation. 
In 1976 Inlercosmos introduced ·a new soacecra(t 
c:alled the automatic modular orbital station (AUOS) 
with a new universal radio telemetry system. Also, a 
new ground station entirely dedicated to receiving 
data from Intercosmo.s satellites was built in the USSR 
and was activated in 1980. In 1981 Intcrcosmos 
launched another new spacecraft based on the Meteor 
weather satellite. This spacecraft was considerably 
heavier than the SL-8-Iaunched AUOS vehicle and 
required the SL-3launch vehicle. We expcct this trend 
toward more diversified missions and st~acecraft to 
continue. In addition, emt~hasis is shifting more to
ward applied rather than pure scientific research. For 
example, oceanography and Earth-resources rc.sc:lrch 
have been emph:a.siz.cd in Intercosmos programs since 
1979. 

6. Intercosmos Darticipation in the Soviet manned 
space program :xl.so is likely to ~ntinue, including 
more flights oy cosmonauts £rom member and non· 
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member countries as well as additional exoerimenu. 
These flights have offered participating countries an 
opDOrtunity to be involved in space prograJTU that 
they could not undertake individually. This participa
tion is widely oublicizcd, and the nine national cosmo
nauts have been received :u heroes in their own 
countries. As a rC$ult, nationnl oride, goVI . • 1mcnt 
prestige, and Soviet good will :sll benefit. 

In tersput nik 

7. On 15 November 1971 representatives of the 
Intercosmos organization countries signed an agree
ment to establish Intersoutnik. The original members 
were Bulgaria, Cuba. Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR. 
Intersputnik is an ooen international organization de
signed to helD member countries meet their needs in 
telephone, telegraph, TV, and radio communications. 

Each member sits on a governing board and has one 
vote. This is in contrast to Intclsat where voting is 
weighted and refl~u the relative usc of the system. 
Like lntelsat. Intersputnik requires contributions to a 
statutory rund in proportion to US2ge. The space 
sccmcnt s:1tcllites arc owned by lnlersputnik or they 
arc le~d r ront members (USSR in practice). The 
ground stations :ue owned by the individual stales. 

B. At this point, the Inlersoulnik system is much 
smaller and more limited in services than Intelsat, 
which now includes 107 members, 310 ground stations 
with 397 anlcnn:u, and a space network or 15 satel
lites. In contrast, lnlcrspulnik currently is limited to 
coverage provided by Gorizont 4/Statsionar 4 over the 
Atlantic and Corizont 5/Statsionar 5 over the Indian 
Ocean. This coverage, however, includes all of South 
America, Central America, Africa, and Asia. (Sec 
figure Vll-1.) Interspulnik services arc considerably 

Area of coverage 
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less exDCnsive than those of Intclsat. The satellite voice 
circuit may be leased for about ;12,000 annually, 
comp:ued to about $2.0,000 for similar services from 
lntclsat. 

9. In the 1980s the USSR began marketing Inter· 
sputnik circuits to devclopin&' countries. This effort h:~s 
been successful because of Intcrsputnik's lower prices 
and easier membership requirements. Technological 
progress has enabled Intersputnik to become an even 
stronger competitor. Since the original nine Soviet Dloc 
countries formed Intersputnik, five additional states 

I 

have become signatory mc;mbcrs: Vietnam, South 
Yemen, Afghanistan, Syria, and L:los. Other countries 

such as Algeria and Iraq have become users but arc not 
sign;.tory members. By the end of this year, IG 
Intersputnik ground statio~ will be connected via the 
Corizont satellites. In 1984 North Korea will open its 

Intersputnik station. In addition, Soviet orficials are 
.negotiating with Libya, Angola, Mozambique, Mada
gascar, and Sri Lanka to join Intersputnik. Nicaugua 

·and other Latin American countries also arc interested 
in becoming members. Thw, Intersputnik is becoming 

Intelsat's foremost comDCtition in the international 
telecommunications market. 

lntelsot and lrimarsat 

10. The Soviets, although users of Intelsat services, 
have never become mc:mberi It is doubtful they will 
ever join because membership requires that states not 

offer competitive services. Soviet use of lntelsat has 
been limited, ranking in the bottom 10 percent of the 
130 users of Intelsat services. 

11. In contrast to lntelsat participation, the Soviet 
Union is a charter member of the lntcrnationlll Mari
time Satellite Organization (Inmarsat). The USSR cur· 
rently holds 14-ocrcent ownership but accounts for less 
than 1-r;>ercent t.LS:lgc. Soviet ownership will soon 
shrink to about 7 percent as other countries join and 
relative Soviet we declines even further. Despite these 
developments, Soviet officials have publicly slated 

they do not intend to create another maritime satellite 
service to compete with Inmarsat. They have indi

cated that the Volna communications satellite system 

will remain limited to usc by Soviet shipping only. 
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Commercial Space Launch Services 

12.. The USSR u planning to enter internation:1l 
commercial competition in providing space launch 
services. Soviet launch vehicles have placed three 
Indian satellites in orbit and agreements have been 
r~adied to bunch a Swedish-built s.:~tellite. To be 
successful in this arena, the Soviets wilt have to offer 
prices competitive with those of the United Slates, the 
European Space Agency (ESA), 11 and Japan. They may 
:.lso release some technical and reliability inform:~tion 
on their boosters, provide insurance, and allow West
ern access to satellite and launch support facilities. 
This would be a sharp break with past practices, but 
the prospect of acquiring hard currency, increasing 
ttade in high-technology products, and offsetting some 
space costs may ouh~eigh security concerns. 

13. The USSR m:.y offer space launch services at 
prices well below both ESA's t\riane and the US 
shuttle. We believe, on the basis of tile expected 
launch rate, that the demand for commercial StJacc 
launchers may exceed the projected capacity or the 
shuttle and Ari:me launch vehicles. The SL-12/13 
Proton booster would be the most liJcely launch vehicle 
for Soviet-offered commercial services. The Proton is 
the world's largest expendable space booster, and the 
only one that could compete with Western vehicles in 
launching payl~ads to geosynchronous orbit. The Pr~ 
ton h;,s achieved :tbout a 90-perccnt reliability rate 
during the past 10 years. Extensive new Proton pro
duction facilities suggest that the launch rate may 
double in the next few years. By the late 1980s, about 
five Protons could be available each year for commer
cial ourposes. Inmarsat h;,s been the target of recent 
Soviet efforts to provide Proton launch services for the 
next generation of MarU:lts (maritime satellites) in the 
1988-89 period . 

14. The new Soviet heavy-lift launch vehicle and 
space shuttle will further enhance Soviet commercial 
potential. The Soviet shuttle appears to be virtually 

"ESA w:u (ounded ln 1972. bra 10-mcmber ronsor1ium oC Welt 
European eountrics led br F'ranc:e and Well Cennanr. The ouroose 
w:u lo challcncc: NASA's monopoly on eomm~rc:ial soacc·uunc:h 
services. Ariancsp.1c:e Is the French·b:uc:d marketinc eorporation Cor 
ESA 's space-launch services. The French Spac:e Acencv Is the 
orinciPoJI shareholder (59 pcrc:enl) in Arianelpac:e and soon willtal:e 
over tl1e entire Ariane orocram. includinr the l.aunch Cacilitics in 
South Americ:2 at Kourou, French Guiana. 
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identical to the US orbiter in size and configuration, 
including the same dimensions or the payload bay. 
Thus, payloads designed for the US shuttle may be 
compatible with the Soviet orbiter. The new hcavy-lirt 
launch vehicle and shuttle launch f:~cililies are being 
constructed with two separate I:IUnch control facilit .:s, 
which would provide for c:uy separation or military 
and commercial launch activities. 

Re~ote Sensing 

15. Current US commitments to provide Earth 
resources data to domestic and rorcign uscn with 
Landsat do not elttend beyond the mid-1080s. Fur
thermore, there is no indication that the private sector 
is willing to become involved. At this point France has 
expressed an interest in providing this service with 
SPOT, a high-resolutiQn, multispectral Earth resources 
satellite. Also, the Japanese may provide data from 
their future Earth resources satellites. The USSR may 
also sec · an opportunity and move to offer similar 
services. If so, there arc two approaches the USSR 
could take in entering the E:ath rcsourca data m:tr
ket. First, they could orfer data from the MKF-G 
multist>eetral camera system. This system, built by 
Zeiss-lena, has been flown on Salyuts 6 and 1 and 
DOSSibly on unmanned photorcconnai.ss:mce-type 
spacecraft. The MICF-6 camera takes pictures in six 
spectral bands with a resolution of 10 to 20 meters. 
Although this is much better than the resolution of 
either the thematic mapper or multispectral scanner 
on the US Landsat, the data arc more limited in 
Quantity and generally not as timely. A second and 
more likely choice involves new sensors currently 
being developed and tested on board the Meteor
Priroda spacecraft. These sensors are high-resolution, 
electr<>-aptical, multispectral scanning devices with 
resolutions similiar to Landsat D (30- and 80-meter 
picture element sizes). 

, 16. The first operational Metcor-Priroda is eJtpcctcd 
to be launched in 1985. We believe an opcr:~.tional 

land remote-sensing system will be available by the 
late 1980s. Such a system would provide the opportu
nity to improve Soviet access to Third World countries 
by providing Earth resources data for national devel
opment. Soviet engineers would be reQuired to process 
the dat:~. 

Processing and Monurocluring or 

Materials in Space 

17. There is considerable interest in the manufac
ture or high-value, low-volume products in space. 
EJttcmive · research in this field is under way in the 
United States, tlae USSR, Europe, and Japan. Activities 
on board the Salyut G sp:1ce st:ttion between 1976 :and 
1981 indicate that Soviet interest has progressed be
yond the initial research phase. These activities includ
ed experiments to produce uniQue scrniconduclors, 
superconductors, soecial :~.llovs, gl:~ss. and crystals. 
Much of this work continued on Salyut 7. These 
experiments were more eJttensive th:1n those planned 
for the US Spacclab mission in 1984. 

18. At this point, we believe the Soviets are ready to 
move beyond the research and development phase of 
materials processing in sp:1cc. The most likely nexj 
step would be to create a special materials processing 
module as part of a modular space station. Such a 
space station can be assembled in orbit by the mid-
1980s. Most of the materi:~ls developed in the S:~lyut 
exDCriments have a milit:u:y or scientiric application. 
However, a Soviet modular space st:~tion :1lso could 
ll}anufacture materials for commercial markets. 

Other Areas of Competition 

19. There arc other activities in space where the 
Soviets may choose to compete. This competition may 
not provide direct economic benefits, but could en
hance the image of the Soviet Union as a technological 
power and a friend to developing countries. Such 
competition could include the provision or data from 
GLONASS, the ~viet global navigation system. This 
system may be available to any wer without charge, 
provided the user has the appropriate receiver and 
data processor. The Soviets might m:~ke receivers 
available at low cost, making the system more attrac
tive to some users. The Soviet GLONASS system is 
expected to be operational at about the same time as 
the US Global Positioning System (GPS). 

20. The launching of COMS. a geostationary mete
orol~ical s;tlellite delayed since 1978, could fill a void 
in wc.:1thcr ~\'erage that exists over the Indian Ocean. 
The USSR could then oHcr ~;round terminals ror 
rcccivin~; COMS data, which several Af ric:.an and 
Asian nnlions may find useful, especially ir used in 
conjunction with Enrth resources data. 
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